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ABSTRACT

There is a need to integrate the experiences that take place
through in-school activities and the exper snces that take place else
where in orde' to make the si
be accomplished through the

nts1 learning more educative.

This can

velopment and implementation of experien

tial learning programs within the school setting.
This study was undertaken to develop a philosophical and theo
retical foundation for experiential learning programs and to present
postulates for the development and implementation of experiential
learning programs in school settings.

The philosophical and theoret

ical foundation has been developed in the theories of learning and
experience of John Dewey.

The postxilates evolved from the study of

the writings of John Dewey and a review of experience-based programs.
John Dewey advocated an education based on experience but did
not view ail experiences as educative.

An educative experience is one

in which there is continuity, interaction, purpose, and reflection.
In order to provide the conditions for educative experiences, the edu
cator must know the student, his needs, interests, capacities, and past
experiences.

The. educator should guide the student in his reorganizing

or reconstructing of experiences.

The educator must select the condi

tions for experiences based on the student’s past experiences, capac
ities-

needs, and interests and with consideration of future experiences.
Dewey believed that the student should be the starting point in

’earning.

If the objective conditions are arranged meaningfully, the
v.i

student will feel a need or desire to obtain the subject-matter.

The

student will seek the information that, has relevance to his experiences.
An education of experience is an active education.
is purposeful*

The activity

The student's "impulsion" originates from a need.

The

need can originate because of internal conditions> external conditions
or the relationship of the two.

As the "impulsion" develops, it con

fronts obstacles in the environment.

This confrontation forces the

"impulsion" to search for its meaning or significance.
takes place through inquiry and reflection.

This search

The educator provides

guidance and direction during the inquiry arid reflection.
During an education of experience, the student, is stimulated to
interact with the environment.

The environment or external conditions

are arranged so that growth of the student is possible and so that this
growth creates conditions for further growth.
When education is based on a philosophy of experience, learning
is experiencing.

Education is then " . . .

a process of living and not

a preparation for life."The postulates presented evolved from the study of John Dewey's
theories of learning and. experience and a review of experience-based
programs.

The postulates were not intended as a curriculum for an

experiential learning program..

These postulates provide? direction for

the development and implementation of experiential learning programs
in school settings.

The postulates, were developed from the perspective

of a classroom teacher.

The postulates are:

"‘John Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creed," in
on Education:
tions «d, by Lawrence A. Cremin, Classics in Education~~No."II
York: Teacher’s College Press, 1559), p, 22.
vri

Selec

1,

The roBBaur.itv can be a vnJui xperieaces.

le resource for educative

2.

"'he. experiences of the student should he educative.

3

bub ject-iaatter should be ththan the object of learning.

4.

The teacher should direct through indirection.

medium of learning rather

iTi

A positive environment should be provided.

b.

Planning is necessary for success in an experiential
learning program.

7.

Activity should be utilized as a means of progression
rather than as an end in itself.

8.

An experiential learning program should provide oppor
tunities for group as well as individual experiences.

9.

An experiential learning program should provide oppor
tunities for experiences In the areas of adventure,
creativity, service, practical skills, and logical
inquiry.

Vi it

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement__ l Description of the Problem

A separation usually exists between the more natural life experiences of students and the subject-matter that is the object of
the students’ study in the classroom.
became concerned with the " . . .
rience.

. . ."*■

John Dewey, as early as 1899,

divorce between education and expe

Dewey did not view education as only the learning of

reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Handlin has stated that:

His view was more global.

Oscar

"The necessity Ter grappling with a develop

ment that had divorced the school and its culture from society and its
life was an irritant that compelled Dewey to define his ideas on edu2

cation."'

There may be some evidence to suggest that educators are

finally ready to endorse at least a part of Dewey's pedagogy.
A school in a city zoo, a classroom in the sky, and a student
operated bicycle repair shop in an elementary school all have one ele
ment in common.

These programs have successfully provided txperienttally~

-used learning opportunities fc

public school students .

!Oscar Handlin, "John Dewey's Challenge to Education," in Dewey
on education: Appraisals, ad. ' > Reginald D. Archarobauit (New York:
Random House, In'*. , 1966) , p. 25

l

1

The John} Bail Zoo School tr. Grand Rapids, Michigan was created
hr

. .

talented sixth graders in the Grand Rapids public schools,

Phillip Schiearner reported that the Zoo School has * . . . helped demon
strate rather conclusively that independent study, individualized proj
ects, curriculum materials without textbooks, and a flexible school day
are viable approaches .'or at least a certain segment of the sixth grade
/
population." 4
A flight project class in a California public school ” . . .
5
vada the airplane a tool for the education of disadvantaged youth.""
•He participants in this program achieved academic gains as well as
i lcreased self-awareness and acceptance through flight training.
C -nway reported that "Former

Lee

project youths are demonstrably better

o f than controls in the areas of employment, advanced education, and
a- oidance of deviance.”''1
The bike repair shop was organized by Rohn Ritzer.

and his ele-

m» ntary students as a means of utilizing the in' areata of the students
t« pr smote positive self-concept development, vocabulary growth, and
b cycle independence.'

He noted that the students’ interest and pride

i i their accomplishments led tc> other learning such as " . . .

mileage

"Phillip Schietsaaer, "Zoo School: The Grand Rapids Environmental
tudies Program,'’ Phi Delta Kappan 57 (April ,.976): 545.
‘‘Ibid. , p. 546.
>Lee Conway, ’Classroom in the Sky: A Power Trip 4.SJJu. Disadvantagfed Youth, Phi Delta Kappan 57 (hay 1976): 570.
6»«2 , b. 574.
Did
*Rohn Ritzema, "Start Your
31cvcling. JUi e 1976, pi,. 67-79.

wn Elementary School Bike Shop,"

3

charts and graphs of

t

riding according to daily, weekly, and monthly

totals.
Of the three programs described, only the bicycle repair shop
was designed for a typical school population.

The Zoo School was

designed for talented students and the flight program for the disadvan
taged.

The programs all reported positive effects.
This study then, will focus on a concept of experiential learn

ing.

The study has been undertaken in order to develop postulates for

the development and implementation of experiential learning programs ir.
typical school settings with typical school populations.
will evolve f^'u:

The postulates

(1) learning theory, (2) philosophy of experience,

(3) examination of existing programs, and (4) the investigator's expe
rience.

John Dewey indicated the need for a " . . . philosophy of eau-

9
cation based upon a philosophy of experience."'

The development cf the

postulates will be based on the theories of learning and experience as
formulated by John Dewey.
There does not exist wTithin the educational community a universal
or commonly accepted definition of experiential l e a r n i n g . T o some
educators experiential learning means giving credit for prior learning
or lif e-experiences.

A field trip may be considered experiential

®Ibid., p . 78.
9
Johri Dewey, Experience and Education (New York:
Publishing Co., Inc., 1938), p. 29.

Macmillan.

10A definition of experiential learning is not listed in the
Dictionary of Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1973)
edited by Carter r-ood.
^Warren V. Willingham, "Critical Isf es and Basic Requirements
r°r Assessment. ’ Experiential Learning: Rationale, Characteristics,
and Assessment, ed. by Morris Keeton and Associates (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 197b), p. 225.

4

learning by some.

To others, experiential learning may be a classroom

simulation of a real life activity.

For the purpose of this study,

experiential learning is defined as learning that occurs when an indi
vidual has actively participated or involved himself in an event or
with an object with resultant changes in judgments, feelings, knowl
edge, or skills.

This participation or involvement progresses to a

■jo
. . .
c o n c l u s i o n . D e w e y most clearly expressed the intent of this defini
tion of experiential learning when he wrote:
No number of object-lessons, got up as object-lessons for
the sake of giving information, can afford even the shadow of
a substitute for acquaintance with the plants and animals of
the farm and garden acquired through actual living among them
and caring for them. No training of sense-organs in school,
introduced for the sake of training, can begin to compete with
the alertness and fulness of sense-life that comes through
daily intimacy and interest in familiar occupations. Verbal
memory can be trained in committing tasks, a certain discipline
of the reasoning powers can be acquired through lessons in sci
ence and mathematics; but after all, this is somewhat remote
and shadowy compared with the training of attention and of
judgment that is acquired in having to do things with a real
motive behind and a real outcome ahead.13
Cyril Houle has reviewed experience as a principle modality for
learning.

He pointed out that experiential learning in a practical form

but separate from school learning has existed for many years.

Knights

and apprentices in the medieval period received their training through
experience.

The knights in training gained the important skills,

knowledge, and attitudes in the courtyard, tourney-ground, the forest,
and finally the battlefield.

It was a competency-based education.

19
Arthur
Chickering, "Developmental Change as a Major Qutcoiue," in Experiential Learning: Rationale, Characteristics, and
Assessment, ed. bv Morris Keeton and Associates (San Francisco:
Jossev-Bass Publishers, 1976), p. 63.
;J'ohn Devey, The School and Society (Chicago:
of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 11-12.

The University

5

Knighthood demanded that skills be mastered and demonstrated.

When an

individual had learned the arts of war, graces of a courtier, and mas
tered the skills of hunting, jousting, and falconry he was knighted.
The chivalric system of education was almost entirely experiential.^14
kithin the apprenticeship program, a master practitioner would
accept learners into his office, workshop or home for training.
master would assign work and guide the apprentice's efforts.

The

When ade

quate competence, knowledge and craftmanship were achieved, the appren
tice would become a journeyman for the same master and as a paid employee
would take on additional responsibilities.

To become a master, the jour

neyman had to amass sufficient funds, apply for membership in a guild,
and present an example of the quality of his work to his future peers.
The apprenticeship system was experiential learning of an immediate and
practical kind.
The universities of the medieval period, on the other hand, were
staffed by a guild of scholars 'who taught and studied a broad range of
subjects but the learning offered at these universities was based essen
tially on the mastery of information presented by books, lectures, and
tutors.

Houle stated that "Throughout the university, experiential

learning had no part in formal training, though it certainly had a
great deal to do with the day-to-day life of the students."

1

l‘
4Cyril 0. Houle, "Deep Traditions of Experiential Learning,”
in Experiential Learning: Rationale, Characteristics, and Assessment,
ed. by Morris T. Keeton and Associates (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Publishers, 1976), pp, 23-24.
15Ibid

pp. 22-23.

15Ibid , p. 22.

6

These basic but separate patterns of experiential learning versus
formal education remained only somewhat altered until the nineteenth cen
tury.

It was not until the. latter part of the nineteenth century that

the universities began to recognize the need to undertake some of the
tasks abandoned by the earlier systems of education such as the training
of leaders and the training of individuals in occupations that had pre
viously been considered crafts.

Leaders of the new industrial society

were needed and the universities assumed the teaching of these individ
uals.

The university students in medical programs began to perform

autopsies instead of relying solely on textbooks and lectures.

This

was one of the first practical applications of experiential learning
to traditional, formal education.

Eventually, other professions began

to use the practicum or guided simulation.

The field of education

called it practice teaching and the field of lawT called it moot court.
The Boy Scouts of America, 4-H Clubs, Outward Bound, and vari
ous camping programs are the products of the twentieth century.

They

are experiential learning programs but are not integrated with the
learning that takes place in the school setting.

Career development

programs have attempted to bridge the gap between school and the world
of work.

These programs have attempted to:

"...

establish a broad

base of experience and exposure for students that will enable them to
make decisions relating to the next step ir. their life-education
1Q
progression." u Educators are becoming increasingly aware of the

^7Ibid., pp. 2 5-28.
18

Ruth Hull, "Goals and Objectives," (Marietta, Georgia: Cobb
County Occupational and Career Development Program, August 6, 1971),
p. 73.
(Mimeographed.)

17

7

need for experiential learning within the school setting, but the outof-school experiences of students are still not generally utilized as
a starting point for instruction.

Dewey emphasized the importance of

experience-based learning when he stated:
. . . I have taken for granted the soundness of the principle
that education in order to accomplish its ends both for the
individual learner and for society must be based upon experi
ence - which is always the actual life-experience of some
individual.^
There is a need to integrate the learning that takes place
through in-school experiences and the learning that takes place else
where.

It is necessary to relate the academic skills learned in the

classroom to their actual life applications.

This can be approached

through the development of experiential learning programs within the
present educational system.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is twofold.

The first purpose is to

develop a theoretical and philosophical foundation for experiential
learning programs in typical school settings.

The second purpose of

the study is to develop postulates based on this philosophical founda
tion for the development and implementation of experiential learning
programs.

It is not the purpose of this study to develop an experi

ential learning curriculum.

The study will instead develop postulates

for development and implementation of experientially-based programs
thac meet the needs of particular students and communities.
19 1
Dewey, Experience and Education, p. 89.

8

Description of the Method
This study is based on documentary research and the personal
experiences of the investigator.

The writings of John Dewey concerning

learning and experience have been reviewed.

Current programs of an

experiential nature have also been reviewed.

The remainder of this

study will be reported in four chapters consisting of:

John Dewey’s

Theories of Learning and Experience, Review of Experiential Learning
Programs, Postulates for Experiential Learning Programs, and Conclus ion.

Definition of Terms
The following, definitions are limited to those terms that are
not specifically defined in the text of this study.

The definitions

are not offered for universal acceptance but for the clarity of the
study.
Doing is the active element in an experience.
oriented,

Doing is action-

The Individual acts to satisfy a need or an impulse.

The

individual ventures in search of satisfaction.
An end is that to which an individual strives and reaches dur
ing an experience.

The end is the purpose that has been established

by the individual.
An experience-based program is one in which an experience is
used as a means of achieving or meeting goals.

The experience may be

chosen by the participant, or arranged for him but. direct involvement
or doing is present.

9

Llf-experiences are the everyday events, activities and doings
of an individual separate from the school.

These are the out-of-school

experiences of an individual.
An individual realizes an event or object when he is conscious
of it.

Events or objects are realized through action.
Traditional education is a term used to describe an educational

approach in which bool', and the teacher are the disseminators of infor
mation.

The student is a passive receptor of this information.

The

student has little to contribute as to what he will learn or how he
approaches it.
Undergoing is the passive element in an experience.
reflecting on an event or activity.

It is the

When an individual acts, he meets

obstructions or difficulties in his movement.

The difficulties or

obstructions force him to pause and reflect upon his situation.
is undergoing.

This

CHAPTER II

JOHN DEWEY’S THEORIES OF LEARNING AND EXPERIENCE

Theory of learning

Charles D. Hardie has stated that "There is little doubt that the
writings of Dewey have had more influence on educational theory than those
of any other living t h i n k e r . J o h n Dewey's theory of learning is most
clearly understood through discussions of his views of psychology, knowl
edge, and the stages of knowledge.

Psychology
John Dewey defined psychology as " . . . the science of the realization of the universe in and through the individual. . . . "

o

An individ

ual is not an object or event in the universe but is an existent.

It is

of importance to obtain knowledge of the various parts and processes that
compose this ultimate whole.

The life of an individual furnishes the

material psychologists Investigate.

The place or position of the indi

vidual within the universe must be realized by the individual for him to
philosophize.

xCharles D. Hardie, "The Educational Theory of John Dewey, in John
Dewey on Education: Appraisals ed. by Reginald Archambault (New York:
Random Rouse, 1966), p. 11.
"John Dewey, Early Essays and Leibniz's New Essays. Vol. I, The
Early Works of John Dewey," taS2-l89S, ed. by Jo Ann Boyds ton (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 1969), p. 148.3

3lhid., pp. 148— 149.
10

11

In Jider to relate to individuals, objects and events, the uni
verse must be realized in the individual’s consciousness.
is unable to experience without this realization.

An individual

Dewey stated:

"Sel4

consciousness means simply an individualized universe; and if this uni
verse has not been realized in a nan, if man not be self-conscious, then
no philosophy whatever is p o s s i b l e . T h i s self-consciousness can be
achieved by psychology or a theory of learning.^
not develop but is realized.

An individual does

It is the mir'd acting upon new stimuli

that yields meaning.^
Earlier psychologists, such as Hamiliton and Mill, believed that
the mind was separated into various faculties.

These psychologists also

believed that the complexities of life are to be avoided and principles
should be simple and abstract.

The mind was described but not explained.

The Hew Psychology, of which Dewey was a proponent, viewed the universe
as not so simple and individual life as very complex.

The New Psychology

used the method of experimentation in its analysis of a problem.

The two

major elements of the New Psychology were a control by the experimenter
over the conditions and the use of qualitative measurement.

The estrlier

psychologists were unable to connect with unseen principles or to use
7

past experiences as a resource.
by:

The New’ Psychology was characterized

(1) its content from experience which is realistic, (2) its contact

with life, (j>) truth and reality constituting die living experience of

~ Ibid.

5Ibid.

6

'John Dewey, Psychology , Vol. II, The Early Works of John Dewey,
..662-1898, ad. by Jo Arm Boyds ton (Carbondale: Southern Illinois"”Press,
1967), p. 137.
'DeweyL Early Essays and Leibniz’s New Essays, p. 53.

tr.e soul's development, and (4) the Integrity of the individual's
SQ, s
Dewey believed that the study of psychology should lead to the
cultivation of openness and flexibility of the mind.

While in search

of this end, the individual would recognize that he exists and is worthy
of study.

Dewey also believed that an intellectual defect exists within

many students.

He states that this defect is characterized by " . . .

the lack of flexibility, lack of ability to turn the mind towards new
ideas, or look at old ones in new l i g h t s . D e w e y felt that souse indi
viduals were virtually helpless when they encountered uncommon situations.

Knowledge
Knowledge originates from sensations.‘‘
iation of a peripheral nerve structure,

12

A sensation is a stiiau-

A smell or a certain color does

not constitute a sensation; they are the results of knowledge.

As soon as

they become known co consciousness they no longer exist as pure sensations
Whan known, a sensation becomes an element in experience.

As to Sanaa-

cions and their relationship to the origin of knowledge, Dewey stated
...

sensations which can be used to account for the origin of kr m \-

edge or experience, are sensations which cannot be known, are things-inthemselves which are not relative to consciousness.” 114

Sensatic

, exist

before knowledge, and knowledge rec-lts when sensations are absorbed and
8

Ibid. , p, 58.

10
vIjbid., pp» 84-89,
“lieway, Psychology, p. 29.

o
‘Ibid., p. 86.
U Ibid., p. 126.

13

integrated in the mind.'1"'

The immediate present is the sensuous exist

ence; whatever is known is the content conveyed by this existence.

The

sensuous material serves as a sign because it signifies meaning.
A sensation includes a physical and a psychical stimulus.
External bodies affect the individual bv motion.
a sensation to the organism.
intensity, form and rapidity.

The motion presents

These notions possess differences of
The object itself does not create the

movement out its characteristic of motion.

17

Even though there may be the stimulation of some peripheral
nerve there is as yet no sensation.

Dewey stated that a sensation

...

is psychical; it is a consciousness; it not only exists, but
lO
it exists for the self.'*
The self may be characterized as a fact of
self or consciousness.
ing that it exists.

The self exists and has the capacity for know

For example, a stone exists, undergoes changes and

experiences, but it does not know of its existence.^

Consciousness of

a sensation exists only when the mind acts upon this physical stimulus.
A sensation is a psychical activity of the mind.
motion that stimulates the mind into action.

It is a molecular

The vagueness of this

molecular motion was pointed out by Dewey when he stated that "What
finally affects the a^nd, however it affects it, is only the brain
molecular motion . .

The mind's activity results in a product

which is unique to that orgmism."”

i5ibid.

Sensations that affect and give*
7

16Ibid., p. ISO.

Tewev, Psychology, pp. 30-32.
' l,ldid., p. H.
7 ITJ ,
laid., ;

_

13Ibid., p. 34.

20Ibid.,

p. 33.

77
“"Ibid. ,

p . *1.

14

life to the organist are:

(1) touch, (2) smell, (3) taste, (4) hearing

(3) sight, and (6} temperature.

The combination of these sensations

provides the organism with a sense of life and vitality.

This sensuous

basis also determines the feeling of individuality required by each
organism.

23

Feelings such as heat and sound do not constitute knowledge or
knowing.

The universe or world is net composed of mere feelings; it is

irderiy, permanent and able to be absorbed by any mind.

Actual knowl-

*dge deals with a world of related objects and relations.
:as-. , stated Dewey, to discover " . . .

It is the

the processes by which these

tensations are elabore.ed, ou the one hand, into the objects known; and
m tie other into the subject knowing."^"*

The processes may be grouped

Into the two major processes of apperception and retention.
three stages of apperception.

There exist

They are association, dissociation and

attention. 25
An object or event becomes significant to an individual only when
it is connected with his experiences.

To know a thing demands a connec

tion with an individual's previous expedience and a realisation that: it
is unlike and like some of these past ideas.
in one's experience and becomes k^own.
mind upon sensuous material.

The thing is given a place

Apperception is this activity of

This activity results in the establishment

of relations which are important to the acquisition of actual knowledge.
Isolated and separate events are never objects of knowledge.

The rela-

clanship that exists between these events is the essence of meaning. °

:4Ibid., p. 75.
J5ibid , pp. 73- 78.

15

The first stage of apperception is association.

The law of asso

ciation is the activity of the mind that connects isolated sensations
into a large whole.

It emphasizes like elements within the sensation

while it neglects others.

It is a tendency of the mind to connect.

For

association to function properly, sensations must be present and the mind
must be in a state of readiness to respond.

Presentative and Representa

tive Association are two forms which this activity of mind may take.

In

Presentative Association the mind binds together all actual sensory ele
ments into a total experience.

The mind connects all similar sensations

which results in a total, maximum experience.

While Preset\tative Associa

tion binds together present sensations, Representative Association goes
one step further by binding together the present experience with the
results of previous experiences.

27

Dewey clearly explained the role of

association in enlarging our psychical life when he stated:
. . . the function of association in the psychical life is the
formation of a mechanism.
It serves to connect the various
elements of our mental life together by such firm bonds that
they may be used as a foundation upon which to erect more com
plex mental structures.28
Routine or habit is the result of associative activities.

It would be

impossible to learn a new fact if habit did not relieve an individual of
having to deal with past experiences.

Habit permits an individual to

perform conscious and purposive action.29
Association is considered a passive activity because of its auto
matic function.

Dissociation is characterized as actively making distinc

tions and differentiations between elements.

It weighs the elements with

each other and designates one as worth more than another.
27

Ibid., pp. 83-88.

°8Ibid., p. 100.

It weighs them

29Ibid., pp. 100-104.
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based upon the value they have for mental life.

The distinction or dif

ferentiation is due to the interest which the self possesses toward an
element.

Elements can surface instead of being connected to the whole.

30

Attention is the active connection of the individual and the uni
verse.

"Attention is that activity of the self which connects all ele

ments presented to it into one whole, with reference to their ideal sig
nificance; that is, with reference to the relation which they bear to
some intellectual end.”31
mind has an affection.

The ideal significance is that to which the

The essential characteristic of attention is an

activity directed toward an end.

The end being ultimately the self, ^

The process of adjustment is the means by which the selected
material or elements are utilized by the self to reach the desired end.
The process of adjustment, which is an activity of the mind, shapes the
material or elements into a form so as to reach the desired end.

The

effectiveness of adjustment depends upon how conscious the mind is of
the desired end.

By being conscious of the end, the mind will be ready

for the experience.

The mind employs those particular activities which

make apperception a reality.

In adjustment it is the process of relat

ing that brings past experiences to bear upon the interpretation of pre
sent data.

A relation unifies and separates at the same time.

One is

thus able to see the facts in a common light and with more definiteness.
Retention is the final process of the transformation of sensa
tions into the world of objects, relations, ideals and self.
is the growth or development of the mind itself.

Retention

The mind retains or

30Ibid., pp. 105-108.

31Ibid., P- 118.

33 Ibid., pp. 117-122.

33Ibid., pp. 122-130.
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preserves only that which it has experienced.

The "past experiences" do

not have an actual existence any longer but they do have an ideal exist
ence as determined by the mind.
time in which they occurred."
If,

"Past experiences" are " . . .

with the

' They have ideal existence as formed in

The mind forms its own structure wt-J it is con-

Stages of Knowledge
Dewey preferred a psychological, as opposed to chronological,
approach to the investigation of the concrete facts of self-development.
He believed an investigation of the principles involved in a psychologi
cal approach would also correspond to physical growth.

Knowledge is a

progressive process; there are various stages, not powers of the mind.
The stages of knowledge are:

(1) perception, (2) memory, (3) imagina

tion, (4) thinking, and (5) intuition.3^

Perception
The original and least developed form of knowledge is perception
Dewey defined perception as " . . . knowledge of actually present partic
ular things or events."

Perception is an activity of the mind that

takes sensations and projects them in space.
of how an individual perceives a tree.
and muscular sensations.

Dewey presented an example

There exists sensations of light

These sensations are fused by association but

there does not yet exist a perception of the tree.

The activity of

attention transforms these sensations into the definite meaning of a

34Ibid., p. 132.

35Ibid., pp. 132-135.

36Ibid., pp. 137-139.

3 7 Ibid.,

t>. 139'.
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tree.

The unifying and discriminating activities of intelligence per

ceive it as a definite object.

Visual perceptions are important to the

perception of an object but they actually rest upon tactual perceptions.
Tactual perceptions precede visual perceptions of space.
tial s

"...

spa

originally perceived bv the eve, but are the

result of the association of visual sensation with previous muscular
OO
and tactual experiences."

A visual sensation will evoke previous

experiences involving a tactual perception.

The individual does not

need to repeat the experience or to physically touch the object.

Per

ception is characterized by discrimination or differentiation in contrast to the end of knowledge which is unification.

39

Memory
Memory is a universe existing in time relations.

The objects

of memory are objects or events which have had an existence in time
and place.

Memory is a process of reconstruction.

have no existence until the mind reconstructs them.

"Past experiences"
The objects of

memory are ideal; the mind gives the objects meaning by connection or
relation to self.

Dewey made a clear distinction between memory and

perception when he stated that " . . .

the perceived world appears to

be a world wholly distinct from self; the world of memory is recog
nized as
activity

world which the self has once experienced."^ Memory is an
a which knowledge is carried a step further than perception.^ 3
*
9

33Ibid. , p. 144.
39Ibid., pp. 137-152.
A0Ibid., p. 165.
^Ibid. , pp. 154-166.
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Imagination
Imagination is an activity of the mind which manifests an idea in
a particular form or image.

The idea is an idea of some object or event.

Dewey used an example of an apple to clarify the function of imagination
in knowledge.

In order to perceive an apple the mind must supply the

missing sensations.

The interpretation of present sensations and the

added sensations is the work of imagination.

Dewey stated that "The

mind idealizes— that is, fills in with its own images— the vacuous and
chaotic sensations present."42

Creative imagination is the highest form

of imagination because of its ability to penetrate into the hidden mean
ing of things; the meaning not visible to perception or memory.

The

ultimate end of imagination is the free play of the activities of self
which satisfy its interests.

Imagination permits the mind to set free

and work with the universal, idealized elements deemed important by
interest.43

Dewey stated that "Such free working of the mind with the

universal elements rendered fluid by imagination, in order to reach
certain intellectual ends, constitutes thinking.

Thinking
Thinking attempts to discover the meaning of facts universally.
Thinking is the " . . .

knowledge of univers ^ elements; that is, of

ideas as such, or of relations.1,43

The discovery of this universal

element constitutes thinking and is expressed in the form of a rela-

42Ibid., p. 169.
44Ibid., p. 175.

43Ibid., pp. 168-175.
45Ibid., p. 177.

46ibid., p. 173.
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One of the better ways of thinking is reflective thinking.
"Active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or sup
posed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it
and the further conclusion to which it tends . . .

Reflective

thinking necessitates a pause to give the mind time for a serious and
consecutive consideration of the problem.

There are three general

meanings of thinking.

The

consecutive ordering.

The various elements of thought grow out of and

support one another.

'rSt meat; lag indicates that thinking is a

A deposit remains after each thought activity

and is used in the next activity.
things not directly perceived.
thinking.

Thinking is usually restricted to

This constitutes the second meaning of

Imagination provides the mental pictures which result in the

succession of these pictures to a conclusion.
thinking is synonymous with believing.

The third meaning of

An individual would not under-

take an adventure of thought unless the self deemed it of value.

48

The thinking process originates in a situation of ambiguity,
confusion or doubt.

Thinking does not just happen.

reflective thought without a dilemma.

There can be no

A suggestion of a solution to

the dilemma occurs.

The data or evidence available to the individual

suggests a solution.

The sources of these suggestions come from past

experiences, a fund of relevant knowledge and acquaintance with similar
situations.

It is important to note that unless there has been a some

what similar situation in the past, confusion remains.
assist in the formation of a tentative plan or project.

‘•'John Dewey, How We Think (Lexington, Mass.:
Company, 1933), p . 9.
‘‘^Ibid. , pp. 4-6.

The suggestions
A dilemma

D. C. Heath and
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presented to the mind results in alternatives.

He also believed that a

difficulty or obstruction confronting an individual brings him to a
pause and forces him " . . .

to climb a tree . . .1,49

He climbs a tree

to search for the solution to a difficulty experienced.*’®
Activities are then initiated to answer the question posed.

The

act has the purpose of bringing facts before the mind that enable an
individual to reach a conclusion based upon the evidence.

Reflection

occurs at the point of research and inquiry into the reliabi!’'
worth of any object or

tnc

.-flection is aimed at the discovery of

facts that serve the end established by the question.

51

The formulation

of a problem was of importance to Dewey when he stated:

"The nature of

the protlem fixes the end of thought and the end controls the process
of thinking.

Any suggested conclusion is tested against this end.

Reflective thinking has three values.

The first value of reflec

tive thinking makes possible action with a conscious aim.
thinking " . . .

Reflected

enables us to direct our activities with foresight and

to plan according to ends-in-view o* purposes of which we are aware."34
One can then act in a deliberate and intentional manner instead of from
impulsive or routine activity.
suing such a course.

The mind is cognizant of why one is pur

The second value of reflective thinking is that it

makes possible systematic preparations and inventions.

In this instance

an individual does not permit an event or incident to dictate his
actions.

By using reflective thinking an individual constructs signs

49Ibid., P . 14.

50Ibid. , PP-, 6-

51Ibid., pp. 12-15.

52Ibid., p . 15.

53Ibid.

54Ibid., P • 17.
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to avoid or secure what is desired.

The third value of reflective think

ing is that it enriches things with meaning.

Physical events and objects

possess a different status and meaning when reflective thought acts upon
them.

Markings on paper may signify an idea or scratches, depending on

whether reflective thought is utilized.
they are used in an experience. ^

Objects possess meaning when

"...

there are no limits to the

possibility of carrying over into the objects and events of life, mean
ings originally acquired by thoughtful examination, and hence no limit
to the continual growth and meaning in human life."56
Traits of character are as important as the accumulation of
knowledge.
of an idea.

An attitude motivates the individual to realize the value
The value of an idea can first be realized by an attitude

of open-mindedness.

Prejudice and partisanship close the mind to con

sideration of new problems and ideas.

The open mind is developed
C7

through curiosity and an outreaching for newness
A second attitude to be valued is whole-heartedness.

If an

individual is interested in a subject he involves himself in the activ
ity with enthusiasm.

Divided interest in the schools is an enemy to

effective thinking and whole-heartedness.
the subject carries him on."5®

"When a person is absorbed,

In such a situation questions occur

spontaneously, suggestions pour in and further readings are indicated.
The third attitude to be valued is responsibility.
accept the consequences for any forward step.

An individual must

Many individuals profess

to believe in a certain course of action but refuse to accept the

JJIbid., pp. 17-20.

56Ibid., p. 21.

57Ibid., pp. 28-30.

58 Ibid., p. 31.
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consequences.

The result is confusion.

Responsibility is difficult for

the student if the subject is too remote from his or her experience.
is also difficult if there are too many subjects.
little curiosity.

It

The former arouses

The latter results in disconnected facts.

Because the habit of reflective thinking grows out of original
native tendencies, it is important for the teacher to become familiar
with the native stock of resources that an individual possesses.
The more a teacher is aware of the past experience of
students, of their hopes, desires, chief interests, the
better will he understand the forces at work that need to
be directed and utilized for the formation of reflective
habits.^
The development of good habits of thought includes curiosity, suggestion
and orderliness.
surroundings.

Every organism is in a constant interaction with its

This interaction involves a forward-reaching and out-

reaching tendency; the organism is actively seeking new contacts and
objects.

To a child, the world is new and exciting.

sum total of these outgoing tendencies.

Curiosity is the

Curiosity is " . . . the basic

factor in the enlargement of experience and therefore a prime ingredient
in the germs that are to be developed into reflective thinking.
Curiosity achieves intellectual status when an organism transforms the
exploring tendency into an interest in reaching a remote e n d . ^
Suggestions are primitive and spontaneous forms of ideas.

Sug

gestions occur as functions of past experience and are not of present
will and attention.

A portion of one’s present experience will suggest

something that is similar to a like element in a
actual knowledge for self, Dev'ey stated:
■"laid., pp. 2S-3 3.
'Ibid., p. 37.

60Ibid., p.
f,~Ibid., pp.
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Only when a person tries to get control of the conditions
that determine the occurrence of a suggestion, and accepts
responsibility for using the suggestion to see what follows
from it, is it significant to introduce the I as the agent
and source of thought.63
For a suggestion to occur, the activity must be intrinsically worthwhile
to the individual.

It must be permitted to develop in time and depth.

Reflective thinking implies consecutiveness, continuity or order
ing of suggestions.

Thinking may involve the occurrence of ideas or sug

gestions but reflective thinking involves observation and thought directed
toward an end.

In order to progress to reflective thinking, the sugges

tions aeed order.

It is important that the suggestions be combined into

a thought process moving toward an end.^5
Thinking is not a separate mental process.

It is a process of

the way suggestions are employed, ordered and ultimately, the manner in
which they are treated.

By only focusing on a subject and not attending

to those habits which are a permanent part of the organism, the condi
tions for the future development of an individual are poor.

The train

ing of thought in the schools was not concerned with a method for form
ing habits of reflective thought.
for the responses of the students.

The teacher served as the stimulus
The responses thus generated are of

a superficial nature because the students strived to satisfy the teacher
not themselves.00
The nature of the studies also influence the training of thought.
Disciplinary studies isolate the activities from normal life.

Skill

studies become purely mechanical without the students' awareness of the

^ i b i d . , p. 42.

64Ibid., pp. 40-47.

0J!Ibid. , pp. 47-49.

^Ibid. , pp. 55-66.
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reason for doing them.

Informational studies provided Dewey with an

opportunity to distinguish between information, wisdom and knowledge.
Information is knowledge that is acquired and stored.
edge operating to serve a purpose or an end.
finest fruit of intellectual training.

Wisdom is knowl

He viewed wisdom as the

He emphasized that only informa

tion acquired through reflective thinking is information that can be
used and readily recalled.

He supported this contention by using an

example of people with little formal education. ^

He stated:

"Because

their knowledge has been achieved in connection with the needs of spe
cific situations, men of little book-learning are often able to put to

SQ
effective use every ounce of knoTtfledge they possess;

..."

The use of external standards is another means by which the
training of the mind can occur.

In his discussion of the transfer of

training, Dewey stated that it is possible to use the deposits gair
in separate thinking if there exist common elements.

He stated that

"it is now generally recognized that common elements are the basis of
the so-called t r a n s f e r . W h i l e progressing from one situation to
another, a common element must exist in both situations or thinking
becomes confused.

The teacher's skill in providing the conditions for

a continuous experience is important for che existence of continuity.
Thinking is the process of grasping these common elements.
have severed the bond of continuity.

Schools

The student, upon entering school,

has experienced a break between his out-of-school activities and the
school's activities.

The educators have not presented conditions whereby

°'Ibid., pp. 61-64.
®5Ibid., p. 67.

Ibid., p . 64.
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the elements common in each of the students' worlds can be integrated.
The school becomes isolated.

70

The school, isolated from student experience, also uses discip
line in an unnatural way.
classroom.

Discipline is identified with drill in the

Since the natural processes of curiosity and suggestion are

lacking, discipline must be imposed from an external source.

An oduca-

or is misled when he thinks he is disciplining the mind when " . . .
it reality he is creating an aversion to study and a belief that using
t e mind is a disagreeable, instead of a delightful, operation.
D scipline is the powerful constructive control of the means necessary
tc reach ends deemed worthwhile by the individual.

Practice and exer-

cl >e are activities associated with the. acquisition of control.

These

ex srcises are not meaningless drill but activities performed to attain
a lesired end.

Discipline provides the power of control in reflective

th .nking.
Closely associated with the discipline in the classroom is the
fiiedom to act independent of external influence.

Unimpeded and uninter-

n pted activity does not indicate freedom for the active, reflecting indiv .dual.

Reflective thinking exists only when an impulse is obstructed in

s )me way.

Freedom is achieved by conquering these obstacles; the self

1 ecomes more aware of its existence.

Therefore, the difficulties char-

icteristic of a reflective activity must be protected by the. educator.'-5
Inference is a requirement in the thought process.
the

Inference is

• • • process of arriving at an idea of what is absent on the basis

70Ibid., pp. 64-68.
'

"Ibid., pp. 85-S7.

71Ibid., p. 36.
"3Ibid., pp. 87-88.
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of what is at hand. . . .” '1' Inference indicates an active and conscious
movement from the known into the unknown.

That which is suggested to the

mind is dependent upon the experiences of the individual.

Inferences are

then tested in thought to determine whether the elements are coherent in
each situation.

After the adoption of inferences, they are acted upon

to determine whether the consequences anticipated in thought actually
occur. 75
Thinking moves from a doubtful to a settled situation.

The doubt

ful situation must be directly experienced to evoke reflective thinking.
It is the nature of the experienced situation to arouse inquiry.

Educa

tors have failed to present situations in which experiences can occur as
they do in the situations presented in the students' out-of-school activ
ities.

The failure to present an experienced situation results in unnat

ural thinking.

When the situation before the mind is decided, orderly

and clear, the individual has achieved a settled situation.

It is the

function of reflective thinking to transform a disturbance xnto a settled
situation.

The stated conclusion is not a final conclusion but a guide

to its formation.

It aids in the settling of each stage of thinking.^

The reflective thought process is comprised of five phases.
These phases are:

(1) suggestion,

(2) intellectualization, (3) hypoth

esis, (4) reasoning, and (5) testing.

A suggestion occurs when an

obstruction impedes an individual's forward movement.

Once a sugges

tion occurs it guides observation; the individual searches for evidence
to support this suggested alternative.

After confronting an obstruction,

intelligence functions to determine the problem to be solved and
n

Ibid., p. 73.

'’Ibid ., pp. 95-98.

76

Ibid., pp. 99-101.
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formulates a question for which an answer must be found.

Most educators

present the students with a contrived problem for them to solve.
believed that such conditions present artificiality.

There exists no

experienced situation and therefore, no problem to be solved.
esis is a guiding idea.

He

A hypoth

The idea is formed from suggested solutions dis

closed through observations.

A hypothesis is a guide to thought bee ;use

it uses suggestions as leading ideas.

They guide observations in the

collection of factual material.7'
The fourth phase of reflective thought is reasoning.

It is the

mental elaboration of the idea formed from suggested solutions.

78

All

knowledge implies going beyond a sensuous present to a connection with
something else.

Reasoning serves as the mediating factor.

activity of stretching the links of the ideas.

It is an

Meaning is acquired

through relation to something else and reasoning is the activity of
the mind which recognizes these relationships.7^

Reasoning Indicates

to an individual that if an idea is adopted, certain consequences will
follow.

The testing of the hypothesis is " . . . b y overt action to

give experimental corroboration, or verification, of the conjectural
DA
idea."

Testing satisfies the need to determine whether what is

anticipated will actually occur.

The tasting phase points out a

great advantage of reflective thinking.
the strict sense of the word.

Failure is not failure in

"The person who really thinks learns

quite as much from his failures as from his s u c c e s s e s . T h e important
thing is what an individual makes of his errors and mistakes.®"
77Ibid., pp. 106-111.

78Ibid., p. 11.

'^Dewey, Psychology, p. 192.

80*
Dewey, How Me Think, pp. 113-114.
2
8

81 Ibid., p. 114.

82

Ibid., pp. 111-115.
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The chinking process involves a series of judgments that result
in a final judgment or conclusion.

"Judging is the act of selecting and

weighing the bearing of facts and suggestions as they present themselves,
as well as deciding whether the alleged facts are really facts and
whether the idea used is a sound idea or merely a fancy."

83

Judgment may

also be defined as the connection of the ideal element with the real.8*
Judgment may be characterized as possessing the features of analysis and
synthesis.

If the judgment makes clear or differentiates something

included within the fact, analysis has taken place.

If the judgment

enriches the fact by some new meaning or refers it to other principles,
oc
synthesis has occurred. J
There are three distinct features of judgment.
thinking a judgment arises from a doubt or controversy.

In reflective
If it is pos

sible to determine the truthfulness of a '-ituation immediately, a judg
ment does not exist.
entirely doubtful.

A judgment does not exist if the situation is
A situation that suggests different meanings and

interpretations demands a judgment.

86

A second feature of judgment is the selection of evidential
facts and appropriate principles to define the problem.

An act of

judgment by the mind selects only those details from the total occur
rence that are significant to the problem.

The selection of princi

ples assumes that the mind has compiled a large stock of concepts
87
upon which to judge a suggested meaning.oy*
7
8

88Ibid. , pp. 119-120.

S<S)ewey, Psychology, p. 187.

8jIbid., p. 188.

86Tewey, How We Think, pp. 120-121.

87 Ibid.
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The third feature of judgment is that it terminates in a decision.

The judgment answers the question that was initially formulated and pursued.

It ma> or may not answer the larger problem.

qo

It is the ultimate objective of an individual to obtain an under
standing of that which is of interest to him.

In order to understand what

an event signifies, the individual searches for its meaning.
searching for the meaning, an individual is inquiring.

While

When an individ

ual has grasped the meaning of an event, he understands.

The process of

grasping nearing is a problem attaching definiteness or distinction to a
vague situs- on.

Practical activities significantly improve an individ

ual's abi J .v to grasp meaning.

"The acquisition of definiteness and of

consistency of meanings is derived primarily from practical activities."8^
The activities of rolling, bouncing, and lifting an object satisfy this
requirement.

The form, color or size of the objects have less to do in

meaning acquisition than do the use, purpose or function.
ing an organism must be active.

To grasp mean

A chief failure in education is the neg

lect of providing projects for the students' active pursuit of meaning."^
Conceptions are established m e a n i n g s . A true concept is " . . .
an organic unity, growing more definite by connection with the diversity
of objects, at the same time that it grows more universal by reference
to the similarity of objects."9^
nence to understanding.

Concepts provide solidity and perma

They serve as a means of judgment because they

are standards of reference.

A classroom lesson should result, in

88Ibid., pp. 121-126.

8^Ibid., p . 142.

9nIbid., pp. 140-148.

S1Ibid., p. 149.

9--Dewey, Psychology, p. 183.
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conceptualizing in order to be educative.
remain after each experience.
experience.

A deposit of meaning should

Conceptions begin or originate from an

Gome significance results from an activity and this signifi

cance is carried to subsequent experiences.

The initial significance

serves as a standardized point of reference to judge each succeeding
activity.

Each experience more sharply delineates the conception.

A

conception becomes more definite with use.*
9~^
Educators make a distinct separation between facts, ideas, and
meanings.

The facts are largely undigested and mechanical because they

do not serve a purpose.

The ideas, as suggested solutions to a problem,

are remote from the individual's experience.
the student in a large quantity of details.
with the disconnected facts.

The schools have immersed
The mind becomes burdened

By so doing, the student fails to " . . .

see the forest on account of the t r e e s . M e a n i n g is absent.

If the

students are given time to turn facts over in their minds, a connection
and binding-together of the parts into a whole can occur.

But the stu

dents are forced to accept a partial binding in place of understanding. 9
Language is the tool of thinking.

It should be the objective of

educators to transform language into an intellectual tool.

The transfor

mation demands an enlargement of the student's vocabulary.

This is

achieved by wider intelligent contact with things and persons.

While

participating in projects the students are using meanings in a variety
of activities.

A limited vocabulary may be due to limited experiences,

contacts or carelessness.

A separation exists in the vocabulary used in

the classroom and that used outside the school.

"The vocabulary of

-3Dewey, How We Think, pp. 148-159.
9^Ibid., p. 185.

95Ibid. , pp. 184-189.
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things studied in the schoolroom is very largely isolated; it does not
link itself organically to the range of the ideas and words that are in
vogue outside the s c h o o l . T o

achieve a more precise vocabulary the

student must be allowed an opportunity to discover shades of meaning.
This is possible by the active usage of meanings in projects deemed of
value to the self.^'
The supplying of facts, evidence, and subject-matter to the mind
is of fundamental importance in the thought process.

To Dewey, personal

observation is a means of supplying this information.

Observation is not

an end for the self; it is the means for obtaining the data that test an
idea or plan.

An interest in extending knowledge of the subject-matter

should accompany the observational activity.

Using isolated exercises

as a training device to improve observational skills is a meaningless
activity.

In the training of observation, the question of purpose and

result is important.

The remote end determines what evidence is sought.

Educators need to provide conditions in which a problem exists.

Then,

observation can be carried on to define and solve this problem using per
tinent evidence.

In addition to providing a problem, the. educator should

provide an element of suspense in the classroom situation.

Suspense is

clearly achieved when an individual is engaged in doing or making some
thing.

The student knows that something is going to happen but is not

sure what it will be.

The project may succeed or fail.

Uncertainty

exists but the mind is alert, active, and inquiring.^
The communication of information was important to Dewey.

"No

educational question is of greater import than how to get intellectual
96 Ibid., p. 242.

97 Ibid., pp. 238-246.

98 Ibid., pp. 247-259.
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good out of what persons and books have to communicate.""

The commu

nicatee material must be needed by the individual to solve a problem.
It may contain information unobtainable by direct observation.
observation should be utilized whenever possible.

Direct

The information con

tained in the subject-matter should be relevant to a question that is
vital in the student's own experience.

If the student has an interest

scirrinr in his mind, he will desire appropriate subject-matter informa tion.

100

Intuition
The act of intuition takes all the preceding stages or processes
of knowledge and combines them to create an ultimate whole.
are ultimate reality because they are related to the self.
known as it is known by the self.

Such wholes
Nothing is

This ultimate realization was stated

clearly by Dewey as the point "When we come to know ultimate reality, it
is evident that this cannot be related to anything beyond itself; it can
symbolize only itself. " 1 "

Intuition performs the act of bringing to a

point all that has preceded in this discussion of learning theory.

One

becomes cognizant of the world and the universe because he notes its
significance to himself.

Through the activity of the mind and body,

individuals become cognizant of the self.-*-"
the importance of intuition when he wrote:
because we realize it.
both factors.

Dewey succinctly stated
" . . . we know the world

Every concrete act of knowledge must involve

This brings us to the complete stage of intuition."103

"ibid. , pp. 256-257.

100Ibid., pp. 256-259.

■^^Dewey, Psychology, p. 206.

""ibid. , pp. 204-211.

102 Ibid., pp. 204-211.

i03Ibid., p. 211.
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Learning is the acquisition of knowledge.

Knowledge or knowing

involves the processes or stages of perception, memory, thinking, and
intuition.
Learning is the process intermediate between ignorance and com
prehension in self.
It arrives normally when an image in process
of expression is compelled to extend itself and to relate itself
to other images, in order to secure proper expression. . . . The
process of learning, in other words, conforms to psychological
conditions, in so far as it is indirect; in so far that is, as
attention is not upon the idea of learning, but upon the accom
plishing of a real and intrinsic purpose— the expression of an
idea,
Theory of Experience
Education should be an education of experience.

"...

education

in order to accomplish its ends both for the individual learner and for
society must be based upon experience— which is always the actual lifeexperience of some individual."105
that is of importance. -^6

jt ±s the COnnnon, ordinary experience

Experience is composed of the " . . .

events, doings, and sufferings.

. . ."-07

everyday

An education based upon a phi

losophy of experience would be simpler than the traditional education.
The traditional education allows a gap to be produced that " . . .

is so

great that the required subject-matter, the methods of learning and of
behaving are foreign to the existing capacities of the young."108
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education of experience is simpler but that does not mean that it is
easier.

It is important to grasp the meaning and significance of expe

rience.

It is then important to act based upon this understanding which

is " . . .

an exceedingly difficult task."-^9

Dewey made reference to a previously held definition of experi
ence.

"'Experience' once meant the results accumulated in memory of a

variety of past doings and undergoings that were had without control by
insight, when the net accumulation was found to be practically available
in dealing with present situations. " H O

Experience and original percep

tions were used without an understanding of why and how events occurred.
The earlier philosophers believed that experience was inferior to
rational science because it was connected tx the bodily senses and to
material things.

The earlier philosophers felt that defects existed

in the uncertainty of the senses and perception.

"It was earlier

assumed that higher knowledge must be supplied by pure thought; pure
because apart from experience, since the latter involves the senses.
Experience was viewed with skepticism.
The development of biology reversed the trend of the senses as
being the avenues of knowledge and the mind as being the passive recep
tor.

Life includes behavior and activity.

For life to continue " . . .

this activity has to be both continuous and adapted to the environment.
109Ibid., p. 30.
^■"‘John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty: A Study of the Relation
of Knowledge and Action (New York: Minton, Bolch & Company, 1929), p. 81.
U 1 Ibid., pp. 82-83.
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This adaptive adjustment is an active involvement.

The interaction of

the organism and the environment was clearly described by Dewey when he
stated:

"Even a clam acts upon the environment and modifies it to some

extent.

It selects materials for food and for the shell that protects

it.

It does something to the environment as veil as has something done

to itself.

A similar situation exists with man.

Man accepts the

present conditions and modifies them to suit his purposes.
a dam or improve native plants.
the power of life itself.

He may build

These transformation scenes indicate

Man's activities and modifications indicate

that experience is " , . . an affair primarily of doing.
As an organism acts upon the environment, it is also acted upon
by che environment.

An organism is continually searching to establish

an involvement with an event or object.

In the process of acting or

doing, the organism undergoes or suffers because of its ventures for
ward.

Dewey defined experience as "This close connection between doing

and suffering or undergoing.

. . ."--16

When the doing and undergoing

are disconnected, experience does not o c c u r . m
Sensation is the beginning of knowledge.
ning of knowledge only because " . . .

Sensation is the begin

the experienced shock of change is

the necessary stimulus to the investigating and comparing which eventually
I IO
produce knowledge.

Sensations are the shocks of change and challenges

which result In an act of inquiry.
form of action.
action."119

Sensations are " . . .

signals to redirections of

Once an organism achieves a state of adjustment, any

114Ibid., pp.

34-85.

116,I b i d .
118

Sensations serve as stimuli to some

Ibid., p. 90.

1

Ibid. , P- 86.

117Ibid., PP'. 85-86
119Ibid., P- 88.
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interruption serves as a stimulus to action.

Dewey presented, in two examples, the distinction between the pas
sive accumulation of experiences and the active involvement in an experi
ence.

The passive accumulation of experiences is exemplified by the ant.

The ant locates raw materials and transports them back to his home.
only activity at his home is tc store the raw materials.
example of active involvement in an experience.

The bee is an

The bee locates the raw

materials and changes or modifies it because of his activity.
is also somewhat changed because of this action.

Kis

The bee

From these two examples

it is possible to conclude that only through a penetrating inquiry is it
possible to discover new facts and truths from the material of the old.
Two elements are essential to an experience.
nism and environment.

They are the orga

The environment is nature which includes such

things as stones, plants, animals, and other human beings.

An organism

does not experience an experience; it experiences nature. An experience
too
" . . . is of as well as in nature."1
In an experience, the organism
interacts with nature."123
There exists a distinct difference between things experienced and
an experience.

When things are experienced, there may be an encounter

and an involvement but it does not culminate in some end.

It may be

initiated to achieve an end but for some reason the end is not reached.
Laziness or a distraction could account for an interruption.
experience Dewey stated:

"In contrast with such experience, we have an

120Ibid., pp. 89-90.
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experience when the material experienced runs its course to fulfillment.
Teen and then only is it integrated within and demarcated in the general
stream of experience from other experiences.

An experience is char

acterized by a beginning, a progression toward an end, and a conclusion

or end.

Such a conclusion is not an end of all activity but it is an

end of the activity with regard to that specific involvement.
ence is " . . .

a whole . . . "

that " . . .

Experi

carries with it its own
IOC

ndividualizing quality and self-sufficiency."

An individual expe-

xtence exists as a whole in our experience.
An experience can be characterized as containing four features.
T1 ase are:

(1) an interaction of an active and a passive element, (?)

nc : limited to a certain quality, (3) a single quality or aura pervades,
an . (4) a conclusion.

An experience is characterized as including the

in eraction of an active and a passive element.

The active element is

th> doing or trying of something novel by the organism.

The passive

el' ment is the undergoing or reflecting of an event or an activity.

An

or. anism, in an experience, does something and the something in turn
ac s upon or does something to the organism.

"The connection of these

tv ) phases of experience measures the fruitfulness or value of the experdsnee."

For the greater the bonds of relationship between the active

aid passive elements, the greater will be the significance of an experi-
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125Ibid.
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An experience is further characterized as not being limited to a
certain quality.
nitude.

An experience may be something slight or of great mag

The crucial factor is that it is complete; it is whole.

experience, the parts flow from something to something.

In an

"As one part

leads into another and as one part carries on what went before, each
gains distinctness in itself,

?

Such a continuous merging results in

no inherent interruptions in the flow.
which give definiteness to the movement.

Pauses, not interruptions, occur
An organism or an experience

that is forever moving forward will lose control over its movement .

A

pause allows the organism to " . . . sum up what has been undergone and
prevent its dissipation and idle evaporation."3-3*3
Though not limited to a certain quality, a single aura envelopes
an experience.

It is this aura that gives an experience its unity.

This

aura or single quality identifies the whole exp< ience even though the
experience consisted of a variety of parts.

101

Lastl}?, an experience is characterized as reaching a conclusion.
It is a conclusion in the sense that " . . .
movement."132

it is the consummation of a

An experience is one of a continuous movement forward.

The end is that toward which the organism moves.333
Dewey discussed the concept of interaction by first making a dis
tinction between appreciation and understanding.

In appreciation the

organism concerns itself with an admiration of the superficial or sur
face qualities of the present situation.

In order to understand an

event or an object the organism must become familiar with the intricacies*
3
1

129Dewey, Ar t as Experience, p. 36.
130Ibld.

13lIbid., p. 30,

132 Ibid., p. 38.

133Ibid., pp. 35-39.

included within each.

For example, an understanding of how plants grow

would include the interactions of soil, water, air and sunlight.

An

awareness of the interactions results in an understanding of growth.
"Direct experience comes from nature and man interacting with each
other."^"
an obstacle.

The organism advances but is frustrated upon encountering
The organism acts and suffers.

Dewey saw great signifi

cance in the situation of man and nature interacting.

"Experience is

the result, the sign, and the reward of that interaction of organism and
environment which, when it is carried to the full, is a transformation
of interaction into participation and communication."135

The interac

tion is continuous because living necessitates an interacting of the
organism with the environment.
Even though an experience is the result of the interaction of
an organism with its environment, that experience becomes conscious
only when meanings derived from past experiences are considered.
experience contains an imaginative quality.

An

"Imagination is the only

gateway through which -hese meanin's can find their way into a present
interaction; or rather the conscious adjustment of the new and old is
imagination."3-37

Imagination allows the organism to enhance the pre

sent situation with meanings acquired in previous encounters.338
The alive individual does no. view the past as a burden but as
1 m

a storehouse of resources.

In an alive individual,

The past is car

ried into the present so as to expand and deepen the content of the

33^Ibid. , p. 16.

•'••^Ibid., p. 22.

136Ibid.,
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latter."*'*3

The future is a promise of possibilities yet to be realized.

Tien the past serves as a resource and the future poses possibilities,
an individual is alive.

To be an alive individual is to be united with

the environment.^42
An alive individual is capable of having an experience.

The

activity is one of practicality; the self determines that the activity
is worthwhile.

The individual initiates the activity at a particular

place and moves forward as the conditions allow.
an end established by the self.

The movement is toward

The individual is interested in the

obstacles and challenges that are encountered during the movement.
end " . . .

The

is related to all that went before as the culmination of a

continuous movement."142
Experiences are dissimilar in content and activity but all expe
riences possess common patterns.

The relationship that exists between

doing and undergoing establishes a distinct pattern and structure.
action or doing is related to the consequence or undergoing.

The

"This rela

tionship is what gives meaning; to grasp it is the objective of all intel
ligence."'14^
relationship.

The work of intelligence is to become cognizant of this
Thought is involved when an individual makes a connection

between the doing, undergoing and the end anticipated.
Another common pattern of experiences deals with the interaction
of the individual and the environment.

The interaction will continue

until ' . . . mutual adaptation of the self and the object emerges and
that particular experience comes to a close. "^44
140Ibid., p. 24.
142Ibid., p. 39.

^42Ibid., pp. 17-19.
143Ibid., p. 44.

l44Ibid.
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An experience is incomplete when there is not a balance in the
relationship of doing and undergoing.
undergoing creates an imbalance.

An excess of either doing or

An individual experiences a false

sense of reality and meaning when an imbalance occurs.
acterized as being action oriented.

Doing is char

When there is a continued desire

for action, by an individual, experience becomes superficial in nature.
An activity entered into never reaches its end before another activity
is initiated.

Challenges and obstacles are not treated as times of

reflection but are meaningless annoyances.
is characterized by receptivity.

Undergoing or reflection

When there exists an excess of under

going, perception of meaning is replaced by impressions.

Wishing and

day-dreaming do not permit the mind to become actively involved.

The.

lack of action prevents contact with the realities of the world.

The

impressions exist as unrelated to any fact or r e a l i t y . ^

Dewey dis

cussed doing and undergoing and their relationship to one another when
he wrote:
Each resting place in experience is an undergoing in which
is absorbed and taken home the consequences of prior doing,
and unless the doing is that of utter caprice or sheer routine,
each doing carries in itself meaning that has been extracted
and conserved.
Ihe ideal relationship of doing and undergoing is one in which they form
a whole in perception.
Every experience begins as an impulsion.
stage of any complete experience.
ment outward and forward o

■'Ibid., pp. 43-46.
■*4" l b i d . , p. 48.

Impulsion is the first

Impulsion " . . .

designates a move

the whole organism. . . .” 148

i'40Ibid. , p. 56.
148Ibid., p. 58.
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ihat propels impulsion is
organists.

& need,.

It is a need belonging Co the entire

The need can be satisfied only by establishing a relationship

vith the environment.

The impulsion continues to develop while it con

fronts obstacles and challenges on its course.

The surmounting of these

obstructions peracts the individual to become

aware of the Intent

implicit in its i m p u l s i o n . T h e impulsion or desire is now with pur
pose ; there now exists a remote end.
An environment of obstacles is more conducive to growth than an
environment of unimpeded acceleration or movement.

An environment of

obstacles forces the .impulsion to search for its significant meaning and
existence.

"Nor without resistance from surroundings would the self

become aware of itself; it would have neither feeling nor interest,
neither fear nor hope, neither disappointment nor e l a t i o n . T h e
awareness of self is equivalent to an awareness of direction.
When an individual experiences an object or event, this does not

necessarily indicate an educative experience.

"Any experience is mis-

educative that has the effect of arresting or distorting the growth of

future experience."*-**

Such an experience may initially promote growth

but it eventually leads to inflexibility and rigidity of mind.

This

condition makes it difficult tor new desires to arouse the mind or self

into action.

In addition, an individual may have many experiences but*
2
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unless each is connected to preceding experiences' by ctmtem. element# they

are disconnected and therefore of less val ■*&. A. **r..se of direction is
lacking when an individual does not ctsauiatively link his experiences.
Lack of direction leads to an inability to control future experiences.

The individual does

not

continue to grow.lJt*

An experience or a cumulatively linked experience cannot occur
if there is change, without an. awareness of a remote end.

The individ

ual needs pauses and rests as points of reflection os forward movement.
Random change leads only to disorientation and frustration.

Unless there

exists a problem to be solved, there is no suspense or crisis.
suspense or crisis, growth is stunted.

Without

Suspense was believed by Dewey

to be an important element within an experience. ^

He stated that "The-

experience is of material fraught with suspense and moving toward its
own

cmmmamt

ion through a connected series of varied incidents.n^-o

When the. mind is actually cognizant of and reacts to the undergoing
phase of a change, there is significance.

It is significant for the

whole individual.
As discussed previously, Dewey believed that experience is essen
tially the interaction of doing and undergoing,

The mind or conscious

ness is involved in perceiving and validating this relationship.
mind and body are. integrated when one Is having an experience.

The
A dual

ism and separation of mini and body are perpetuated in the school.
dualism creates problems,

in the school setting, bodily activity is

often deemed a distraction ar diversion to mental activity.
Ibid., pp. 25-26.
-J0Ibid., p. 42.

This

By

lJ-%awey, Art as Experience, pp. 16-17.
;A'Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 163,

suppressing bodily activities, educators are also suppressing the power
ful, natural tendency of curiosity.

If bodily activities are used in

conjunction with the mind in a school setting, the activities are often
of the mechanical type.

For example, the students' senses, such as

vision and hearing, are used to absorb what an educator writes or says.
Senses used in this manner are a " . . . mysterious conduit through
which information is conducted from the external world into the
mind. . .

”

The muscles of eye, hand, and vocal organs are then

used to repeat what is deemed important by the educator.

The result

is that the body is not a conscious participant in the mental activity.
'On the intellectual 3ide, the separation of 'mind' from direct occupa
tion with things throws emphasis on things at the expense of relations
or connections. "*-59 An individual does not really know a thing until
its qualities are brought into connection or relation with something
else.

Through this connection or relation, the thing acquires signifi

cance and significance indicates meaning.
Continuity of experience is an important factor in experiencing.
The very process of living is a continuous interaction of individual and
environment.
Dewey stated:

T£I

Experiences gain distinctiveness through continuity.A
"...

the principle of continuity of experience means

that every experience both takes up something from those which have gone
i c. 9

before and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after."
Continuity permits the individual to discriminate between the values of1
5
3
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experiences in the past, present, and future.
of more significance to self than others.
tinuity takes is growth.

Some experiences are deemed

One form or example that con

The conditions accompanying the growth promote

or prevent future growth.1^3 The principle of continuity means that the
future must be considered.

"...

every experience should do something

to prepare a person for later experiences of a deeper and more expansive
quality.”' T o
present.

best prepare for the future, the individual lives in the

Only by acquiring all the significance and meaning that the

present has to offer is an individual prepared for the future.

1£ C

There exists within an experience the factors of control over
self.

External controls are unnecessary when the factors of control

are found within an experience.

Educators should " . . .

more effective source or authority.
resides within an experience.

search for a

^ The more effective source

The everyday life of students provides

an example of this control. The games students play contain rules but
these ruo.es are part of the gases rather than being imposed by someone
at each time of play.

They are not externally imposed.

The rules of

the whole experience or activity determine how an individual participat
ing performs or acts.

For self-control to be present, the students

should be totally involved and Interested in the activity.
should recognize that they are sharing in an experience.

The students
Dewey empha

sized the importance of the individuals sharing in an experience.
" . . . the primary source of social control resides in the very nature
of the work done as a social enterprise in which all individuals have an
opportunity to contribute and to which all feel a responsibility.
163Ibid., pp. 35-36.
lb3Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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In contrast to the student, an educator does not have the same
experience.

The educator arranges and selects the conditions or environ-

ment for the student's experience.

1£Q

Prior to any decision concerning

the appropriate conditions tor an experience, the educator must recog
nize and respond to two important factors.

The educator must first

become aware of the capacities, needs and past experiences of the stu
dent.

Only by acknowledging a true starting point is it possible to

engage the student in the continuation of an experience or the initia
tion of a new one.

The second factor concerns student participation.

The educator must allow time for suggestions, plans and projects to be
developed by the student himself.

An experience should be allowed time

to run its course to completion.

By so doing, the experience is a whole

and it is then able to become a part of the student’s total experience.
Once the educator has recognized student needs and previous expe
riences and has allowed the students to suggest and organize plans, he
guides the students through the experience.

"...

the central problem

of education based upon experience is tc select the kind of present expe
riences that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences."^'®
At this point, the principles of continuity and interaction are important
to the growth of the experience.

If there is an interaction for the stu

dent with the environment and if something from an earlier experience is
carried to a later one, a significant and valid experience has occurred.1/x
It then becomes the educator's role to determine " . . .

that environment

which will interact with the existing capacities and needs of those taught

168 Ibid., p. 27.

l ^ I b i d . } p . 71.

170Ibid., pp. 27-28.

■•Hbid., pp. 44-46.
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to create a worth-while experience."

j79

For the experience to be educa

tive, the educator through guidance and direction arouses in the student
a desire to search for more information.

The search for more information

related to the problem at hand results in more encounters with the envi
ronment.

The encounters lead to challenges and obstacles.

The student

is having an experience. 171
The educator establishes the environment and surrounding condi
tions but unless the student has the freedom of outward movement, experi
ences are not whole.
internal activity.

Outward movement combines external, physical, and
The internal activity is comprised of thought, desire

and i m p u l s e . I n reference to internal activity and its importance:
"Until the emphasis changes to the conditions which make it necessary for
the child to take an active share in the personal building up of his own
problems and to participate in methods . . ., mind is not freed."175
Freedom of outward movement produces advantages for the educator
and the student.

Only by permitting freedom of outward movement is the

educator able to recognize the abilities, needs, interests, and past
experiences of a student.

Limited freedom leaves the student with arti

ficial desires and impulses.
of the student's self.

The artificiality is not a true indicator

Freedom of outward movement is also more in har

mony with the learning process.

Intellectual activity integrates overt

body activity and quiet reflection.

"...

freedom of outward action

is a means to freedom of judgment and of power to carry deliberately
chosen ends into execution."X/D
172Ibid., p. 45.

The student is the only individual able
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to decide when activity and reflection are to occur.

Freedom is not an

end but a means through which the organism can realize itself.
allows the student the opportunity to develop self-control.

Freedom

"The ideal

aim of education is creation of power of self-control. "^7'
Experience is essentially the life of the individual.
vidual encounters nature or the environment every day.^-7®

An indi

The conditions

of life, such as breathing, moving and looking, are the means of search
ing and inquiring into nature.

Life goes on because of the .interaction

between an organism and the environment not just in it.^-79

Growth is

essentially composed of activity and an interpretation or reflection on
the results of the activity.
Life itself consists of phases in which the organism falls
out of step with the march of surrounding things and then recov
ers unison with it— either through effort or by some happy
chance. And, in a growing life, the recovery is never mere
return to a prior state, for it is enriched by the state of
disparity and resistance through which it has successfully
passed.
If the gap between organism and environment is too
wide, the creature dies. If its activity is not enhanced by
the temporary alienation, it merely subsists. Life grows
when a temporary falling out is a transition to a more exten
sive balance of the energies of the organism with those of
the conditions under which it lives.-^0

Summary
John Dewey's theory of learning is the realization of the uni
verse in an individual's mind.
without this realization.

An individual is unable to experience

Such a realization allows an individual to

relate to individuals, objects and events.

177Ibid. , p . 64 .
-■^Dewey, Art as Experience, p. 3.
1 /9Ibid., p . 13.

^^Ibid. , p . 14
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Knowledge results when sensations are absorbed and integrated in
the mind.

When the mind acts upon a stimulation, a product which is

unique to the individual results.
The processes of apperception and retention transform sensations
into knowledge of a world of related objects and relations.
processes:

These

(1) connect isolated sensations into a larger whole,

(2)

designate some elements as worth more than others, (3) direct activity
toward an end, and (4) retain or preserve, that which the mind has expe
rienced.
Knowledge is a progressive process.
knowledge.

The stages are:

(1) perception, (2) memory, (3) imagination,

(4) thinking, and (5) intuition.
,1) project sensations,

There are five stages of

During these stages, the mind acts to:

(2) reconstruct objects or events, (3) manifest

in idea in a particular form or image, and (4) discover relations.
Reflective thinking is one of the better ways of thinking.

Reflec

tive thinking necessitates a pause to give the mind time to consider the
jituation.

Reflective thinking has three values:

*’ith a conscious aim,

(1) it permits action

(2) it permits systematic preparations and inven

tions, and (3) it enriches things with meaning.
The reflective thought process is comprised of five phases.
phases are:

(1) suggestion,

reasoning, and (5) testing.

(2) intellectualization,

These

(3) hypothesis, (4)

While progressing from one situation to

another, a common element must exist for the individual or thinking
becomes confused.
elements.

Thinking is the process of grasping these common

Thinking moves from a doubtful to a settled situation.

doubtful situation must be directly experienced to evoke reflective
thinking.

The
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Thinking involves a series of judgments.,

A judgment is required

when a. situation suggests different meanings and interpretations.
are three distinct features of a judgment:
controversy,

Here

(1) it arises from a doubt or

(2) it selects evidential facts and appropriate principles

to define the problem, and (3) it terminates in a decision.
It is the ultimate objective of an individual to obtain an under
standing of that which is of interest to him.

In order to understand what

an event or object signifies, the individual searches for its meaning.
The individual is inquiring.

P actical activities improve an individ

ual's ability to grasp meaning.

The meaning of an object is improved

through use, purpose or function.
Education should be an education of experience.

The two elements

essential to an experience are the organism and the environment.

An orga

nism acts upon the environment and is also acted upon by the environment.
An experience icharacterized bv four features.
are:

These features

(I) an interaction of an active and a passive element, (2) not

being limited to a certain quality,

(3) having a single quality or aura

that pervades, and (4) progressing to a conclusion.

An experience is

incomplete when there is not a balance in the relationship of doing and
undergoing.
Every experience begins as an'impilsion" that originates from a
->eed. As the "impulsion" levelops, it confronts obstacles with the envi
ronment.

The overcoming of obstacles forces the "impulsion" to search

for its significant meaning and existence.
Experiences need to be connected to previous experiences by com

mon elements.

There must be

awareness of a remote end or purpose.

Continuity of experience is important.

Continuity means t'^t an
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experience cakes something from previous experiences and modifies those
that will follow.
Ar individual should acquire all the significance and meaning
from the present.

This is the best way to prepare for the future.

Liv

ing in the present necessitates that the abilities, needs, interests and
past experiences of an individual be recognized and the. future experi
ences be considered.

Experience is essentially the life of an individual.

Education should be an education of experience but not all expe
riences are educative.

An educative experience is one in which there is

continuity of experience, interaction, purpose, and reflection.
tion " . . .

Educa

is a continuing reconstruction of experience; . . .*
l
I

TO]

John Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creed," in Dewey on Education:

Selections, ed. by Lawrence A. Cremin, Classics in Education, No.
Ill (New York: Teacher's College Press, 1959), p. 27.

CHAP TER III

REVIEW OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING PROGRAMS

Many opportunities for experience-based learning are available
today.

The Boy Scouts of America, 4-H Clubs, Outward Bound programs and

military training programs are examples of experience-based learning pro
grams outside of or unrelated to school settings.
The walkabout movement, some teacher education programs, and
career development programs have attempted to bridge the gap between
the school-experiences and life-experiences of students.
These programs exemplify, at least in part, some of the impor
tant aspects of John Dewey's theories of learning and experience.

A

review of the programs provides more insight into the development of
school programs that are an education of experience.
The following review describes seven programs that are experiencebased.

It is recognized that there are other programs utilizing experience-

based learning.

Outward Bound Program
Outward Bound is a program conducted in an isolated, wilderness
setting.

Joseph Nold, president of the Colorado Outward Bound School,

stated that "Outward Bound is an educational experience of self-discovery
that uses challenges found in a natural setting as the teaching medium."'*'
^Joseph J. Nold, "Outward Bound Approaches to Alternative School
ing" (A preliminary paper, Colorado Outward Bound School, Denver,
Colorado, 1973), p. 1.
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Outward Bound schools utilize numerous physical activities of a stressful
and demanding nature to achieve self-discovery.

It is felt that when an

individual encounters obstacles and challenges, he is forced to confront
himself as well as the obstacles.

When an individual confronts, himself,

he becomes aware of his nature and self.

o

A better understanding of the philosophy of Outward Bound can be
obtained by reviewing the educational thoughts of its founder, Kurt Hahn.
Hahn founded two preparatory schools in Germany and Scotland in the years
1920 and 1934, respectively.

While headmaster of these schools Hahn

developed and applied his educational thought.
Hal n believed that " . . .

young people are kept in the dependent

position of learners well into the age of adulthood; yet they need to
test and prove themselves if they are to discover and realize them
selves."^

Natural challenges do not readily exist in society wnereby

an individual is able to encounter obstacles and in the process grow
emotionally, intellectually, and physically.

Hahn believed that through

a system of training methods natural challenges could be encountered.
The training devices were:

(1) athletics,

ects, and (4) rescue service.

(2) expeditions,

(3) proj

These training methods were utilized in

an atmosphere of mutual respect between teacher ani student.
2
Joseph J. Nold aud Mary Uilpers, "Wilderness Training as an
Alternative to Incarceration," in A Nation Without Prisons, ed. by
Calvert. Dodge (Lexington, Hass.: D. C. Heath and Company, 1975), p. 155.
'Herman Rohrs, "The Educational Thought of Kurt Hahn," In Kurt
Hahu, ed. by H. Rohrs and H. Tunstall-Behrens (London, England: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1970), pp. 123-126.
4I. Id. , p. 126.
"Ibid.
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Athletics were the basis of the experiences Hahn provided the
students because he felt that the acquisition of physical dexterity,
strength and endurance reinforced the readiness of an individual to help
others.

Team games developed among the students a " . , . feeling of

the good ally . . .

and a cooperative attitude.

the students opportunities " . . .

The expedition offered

to prove themselves."'

The students

climbed mountains or traveled at sea during the expeditions.

The stu

dents participated in projects that demanded craftmanship and artistic
talents.

Hahn believed that:

"The project exercises the ability to

form judgments methodically, and gives wide scope to a boy's initiative
and inventiveness.

It makes him work on his own to a great extent,

o
developing his independence and sense of responsibility."0

While par

ticipating in rescue service, the student risked his life for his
neighbor.

Hahn believed that a student gains an entirely new attitude

towards his life while risking it for others.

The sea and mountain res

cues provided opportunities for mutual help and interdependence.^
Hahn became convinced that a Simple, unpretentious life style
afforded students an opportunity to know themselves.
natural way of life.

It was a more

The simi le and natural way of life was realized

in sport, practical work and the hour of recollection.

The students

had time to reflect upon previous activities and events.^
Hahn believed that an educational learning theory must consider
the needs of the individual.

Only by considering the needs of each

6Ibid.

"ibid.

8Ibid.,
. PP- 127-123.

^Ibid.

10Ibid.,. P- 130.
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individual is it possible to achieve an " . . . integrity of the soul."2-2The development of the powers of judgment was considered of greater
importance by Hahn than the mere accumulation of knowledge.

He also

believed that if a limited amount of subject-matter is studied by the
student, he is able to intensively analyze it.
is more important than breadth. L

Depth of understanding

Hahn believed that " . . .

young

people will take pleasure in learning if the environment is attractive,
and the lessons both interesting and worthwhile." J
Hahn’s educational thought became the philosophical foundation
for the first Outward Bound school at Aberdovey, Wales in 1941.

The

school's purpose was to prepare seamen for the dangers that existed at
sea during World War II.

Hahn was concerned with the number of men

dying unnecessarily on torpedoed merchant vessels.

He felt the men

were unable to " . . . rely on their own inner resources."^

The school

used a variety of training methods to develop skills, courage, pride and
a cooperative attitude in the seamen.
Outward Bound School were*

The activities used at thi3 first

(1) small boat training,

(2) cross-country

orienteering by map and compass, (4)

rescue training, and (5) an

tion at sea,

ever youth loses the thirst for

Hahn stated that "If

adventure, any civilization, however

enlightened, and any state,

well-ordered, must wither and dry up."10

This school

expedi-

however

provided adventure

as well as the needed skill training.

]1lbid., p. 131.

12Ibid., pp. 131-133.

13Ibid., p. 124.

*'♦Joshua L. Miner, "My Most Unforgettable Character," Reader*
1s
Digest, December, 1975, p. 4. (Reprinted article)
15Ibid.
1('
~'Rohrs, "The Educational Thought of Kurt Hahn," p. 126.
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There are now thirty-two Outward Bound schools in seventeen coun
tries.

There are eight Outward Bound schools in the United States.

They

are located in Colorado, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Maine, North Carolina,
Oregon, New Mexico, and Connecticut.

The topography and climate of each

area determine some of the kinds of activities that are pursued at each
school.

For example, the Colorado Outward Bound school program includes

mountaineering and mountain rescue activities.

The Minnesota Outward

Bound school program includes canoeing and rock climbing.

The courses

are available to both women and men without regard to ethnic background,
economic status or educational achievements.

While there is not a maxi

mum age limit, a participant is required to be at least sixteen years of
age.

The Outward Bound courses are usually from twenty-one to twenty-

eight days in length.^
The activities and experiences of an Outward Bound program are
designed to achieve six goals.

The goals are:

(1) personal development,

(2) interpersonal effectiveness, (3) environmental awareness,

(4) experi

ential learning, (5) values clarification, and (6) philosophy and life
styles.^
Personal development involves the development of a sense, of selfawareness.

Self-awareness is achieved by the identification of personal

limits, needs and responsibilities to seif and others.

Interpersonal

effeccivo-.aas deals with the capacity of an individual to communicate
with others and to cooperate °.r.d ahare while engaged in activities of
mutual concern.

Environmental awareness is the ability to sense the

relationship that exists between man and nature.

The Outward Bound

’'•'old, "Outward Bound Approaches to Alternative S hooling," pp. 1-2.
Jg
'•Frederick V. Hedrick., Outward Bound and Higher Education (Denver
Jolorado: Outward Bound School, fn.d.J), p. 5.
..'
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schools hope to generate a concern and commitment to the participants in
the program concerning their individual relationships with the environ
ment.

Experiential learning involves an attitude and environment of

experimentation and participation in action-criented forms of learning.
Values clarification is the defining, testing, and refining of personal
values.

The philosophy and life styles goal deals with the confrontation

and exploration of an individual's personal life in relation to significant thinkers and philosophies.

19

The Outward Bound schools use eight types of experience to
achieve the six goals.

These are:

challenge, (3) stress experiences,
actualization,

U

skills training, (2) physical

^4) problem solving, (5) self-

(6) reflection, (7) evaluation, and (8) service.

Skills

training develops the skills necessary for the participant to function
with competence and safety in the environment.
and rescue training.

These include first aid

Physical challenges such as expeditions and mara

thons enable the participants to explore their own capabilities and
limitations.

Stress experiences provide individuals with the opportu

nity to examine their reactions in new situations.
include rappelling, climbing and emergencies.

Stress experiences

Problem solving promotes

effective group functioning by providing opportunities to study given
situations tor solutions involving cooperation and decisions.

Problem

olvlng opportunities are provided during expeditions, wilderness travel
.ind emergencies.

Self-actualization is encouraged through the striving

and attainment of goals that relate to the capabilities of an individ.

Examples os these activities are rock climbing and final
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expeditions.

Reflection enables individuals to examine individual and

group functioning, relationships and attitudes in a constructive manner
that provides opportunities for change.

Reflection is achieved in pat

rol discussions, the solo and debriefings.

Evaluation increases an indi

vidual's ability to critically assess and constructively act with respect
to growth and change.

Evaluation is accomplished through individual

interviews, patrol discussions and debriefings.

Service develops a

feeling of responsibility for others and the environment through proj
ects or rescue.

These eight methods or proce

es are interspersed

throughout a standard Outward Bound course.2^'
The first week of a standard Outward Bound course is concerned
with orientation, fitness training, conditioning and skills training.
The fitness training and conditioning
ning, hiking, and swimming.

Ir. conjunction with the physical training,

the participants are instructed in:
(2) use of equipment,
and preparation,

involve activities such as run

(1) specialised safety training,

(3) search and rescue, (4) field food planning

(5) map, compass and route finding, and (6) expedi

tion planningAfter the completion of the initial training phase, the partic
ipants ar- divided into groups of eight to twelve people.
decide on the types u

si rt expeditions they would Ilk

in with their instructor.

The groups
to participate

The short expeditions are usually for one day

a. J are utilized to refine skills and promote group interaction.

Rock

climbing and rappelling can bo part of the expeditions as well as other

20lfcid., pp. 5-6.
-'lol.!,. "Outward Bound Approaches to Alternative Schooling,"
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activities.

Group discussions and time for reading are arranged to help

participants interpret the course experiences.
benefit others is performed.

A ser ice project to

Toward the end of the course, there is a

solo experience for each participant.

A solo experience is when an

individual is alone in an isolated area with a minimu
approximately three days and three nights.

of equipment for

The solo experience provides

an opportunity for the individual to reflect on his previous experiences
and future plans.

A final, strenuous, group expedition of four days

duration is undertaken to conclude, the course.
ried out with minimal supervision.

This expedition is car

The original groups are dissolved
JO

and new groups are organized for this final expedition.
The Outward Bound schools are beginning to provide guidance and
work cooperative'/ wi~h colleges and universities in the establishment
of experiential 1

•

~ opportunities.

Institutions of higher learning

that are currently utilizing Outx^ard Bound programs and guidance are:
Colorado College, Dar routh College, Wheaton College Vanguard School,
Boston University, Ever/ een State College, the University of North
Carolina, and Appalachian State University.

03

Waikabout
The walkabout concept " . . .

seeks to reconcile the alternatives

approach and the back to besics trend by promoting learner-centered prograss designed to cultivate autonomous adults rich in both personal
skills and social responsibility.

A walkabout attempts to serve so*

■- Ibid., pp. 'J-Z.
* >Mearick, Outward Bound and Higher Education, pp, 7-10,
*;/4fhi Delta Kappan, News, Notes and Quotes 20 (May 1976): 4.
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rites of passage into the adult world in the modern, technological soci
ety of today.

Through a series of self-chosen experience-based activ-

ities and projects, the high school student progresses to adulthood.
The walkabout movement was initiated by Maurice Gibbons.

2S

In

1973 Gibbons viewed a movie about a young Australian aborigine boy on
his walkabout.
ance test " . . .

The aborigine's walkabout was a six-months-long endur
during which he must survive alone in the wilderness

and return to his tribe an adult, or die in the attempt."
his walkabout he met two lost city children.

nC

While on

Prior to meeting the

aborigine, the children were vf.rt’**lly helpless.

They were unable to

find food, protect themselves from the heat, or locate civilization.
The aborigine cared for the children and safely led them back to the
edge of civilization.

At this point, they returned to their world ana

the aborigine returned to his walkabout. ^
The movie inspired Gibbons to write an article entitled "Walk
about:

Searching for the Right Passage From Childhood and School."

the article., Gibbons drew a contrast " . . .

In

between the aborigine's

walkabout experience and the test of an adolescent’s readiness for
adulthood in our own s o c i e t y . D u r i n g

t j walkabout, the aborigine

faced many tests and confrontations for which he had prepared himself.
The skills and abilities so necessary for survival on the walkabout also
prepared him for a place in his community.

His long years of preparation

£^Maurice Gibbons, "Walkabout: Searching for the Right Passage
From Childhood and School," Phi Delta Kappan 55 (May 1974): 597.
I b i d .,

o7

p.

596.

p.

59 7.

ibid.

; S lbid.,
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were a preparation for life*

The isolation of the walkabout vaa a chal

lenge co the aborigine’s competence but " . . .

also to his inner or

spiritual resources.
In contrast to the aborigine's relevant learning in his walka tout experience, the high school student in /onerican society is tested
it writing,

The skills tested are often not related to the experiences

he will encounter in the adult world.

Gibbons believer that theoretical

prc Pleas are presented to the high school student without reference, to
rea . situations.

The iscration of the aborigine's walkabout is con

tra; ted by the group experience in the schools.
roncint, the high school student " . . .

In his protected envi-

has little opportunity to con

front M s anxieties, explore his inner resources, and come to terms with
the

'arid and his future in i t . " ^

Gibbons believes that by placing

empn. sis on tests, writing abilities, and the accumulation of informa
tion

the student does not have opportunities to face the important

issu- s of who he is, what he feels, what he stands for and what he
*31
dasi' ‘©s to d©.
Gibbons wrote that the walkabout, concept could serve as a model
to p rovide high school students direction during training and a d
S'tn frion of competence..

on-

It e o u H be a maturing experience and could

enr .ch community life as well,

Gibbons proposed that a walkabout in a

nod a m technological society should meet certain criteria.

The walk-

ab- ut should be experiential and should be a challenge that extends the.
student's, capacities.

29Tbld.
31Ibid.

It should be a challenge chosen by the student

30 Ibid.
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and should provide the student with a confrontation with himself.

A

final ceremony should be appropriate to the experience.
Gibbons believes that a walkabout should present experiencebased activities rather than simulations.

He stated that instead of

reading about aerodynamics and aircraft a student needs " . . .

the

experience of solo flight in which the mastery of relevant abstract
knowledge and skills is manifest in the performance."

33

The walkabout

experience should provide challenges that extend the capacities of the
students.

Each student's self-imposed limitations should be viewed by

the student as movable barriers.34
The student should choose the. challenges himself.

Gibbons

believes that many students find it difficult to make decisions and
choices.

Students need opportunities to choose and decide their course

or direction.

A walkabout could present opportunities for the student

to confront himself.

Such a confrontation deals with " . . .

his aware

ness, his adaptability to situations, hds competence, and his nature as
a person."3'1 The experience-based activity serves not as a review of
previous learning but " . . . as a transition from school learning to
the life which will follow afterwards."3^

The culmination of a walk

about should be with the student, his parents, teachers, friends and
otners to confirm the achievement and his involvement in the community.
In addition to the criteria necessary in a walkabout in modern
society, Gibbons proposed five challenges that should be included.

3^Ibid.,

pp. 597-598.

34Ibid.
36Ibid.,

p. 598.

'3Ibid.,

p. 598.

353
Ibid.,
6

p. 592.

37Ibid.

The
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basic challenges could be approached in different manners but all must
be met in some way.

The challenges are:

(1) adventure, (2) creativity,

(3) service, (4) practical skills, and (5) logical inquiry.

The success-

ful meeting of these challenges could be a requirement for graduation.
An adventure is a challenge to the student's daring and endur
ance.

Adventure implies a new situation.

Mountain climbing or a two-

week canoe trip alone could satisfy this requirement.

The creativity

challenge provides opportunities for students to express themselves
imaginatively.
this challenge.

A sculpture, a painting or an original film could meet
The service challenge provides the student the opportu

nity to identify another individual's need for assistance and to provide
it.

A service challenge could be met by voluntary work with the aged or

the retarded.

The practical skill challenge is an opportunity to learn

a skill that is necessary to work in a specific field.

Working on a

farm or demonstrating secretarial skills could satisfy this challenge.
The logical inquiry challenge provides the student with an opportunity
to explore an interest through the formulation of a question or problem
and the pursuit of an answer in a systematic manner.

A student might

investigate the most natural means to protect crops from disease and
.
'IQ
insects.
Even though the concept of a walkabout in our society was ini
tiated just two years ago, it has had an impact on secondary education.
The article bv Gibbons served as the impetus for the development and
organization of alternative school programs based on the walkabout con
cept.

The article was such a catalyst that Phi Delta Kappa, with the
38 I b i d . , p . 599•

39 Ibid., pp. 599-600.
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aid of a Rockefeller Family Fund grant, is now publishing a newsletter
about walkabout programs to promote the concept and to provide an
information-sharing service.

The Walkabout newsletter has published

articles about walkabout alternative programs in the public schools of
Indianapolis, Indiana; Wissahickson School District in Pennsylvania;
Birmingham, Michigan; and Clearwater, Florida.^®
The activities in the different programs are varied but the basic
concept is the same.

The programs seek to promote " . . .

the qualities

of self-reliance, rationality, responsibility, and competence. . . .
The SELF program in the Clearwater, Florida public schools is an example
of the walkabout concept in operation.

The SELF program is " . . .

an

experiment designed to prepare high school youth to approach life's
decision making contexts in a rational manner.
The students in the SELF program spend ten days in the wilderness
with adult supervision.

The students are not given instruction as to how

to survive in the wilderness.

The objective of the program is to provide

the students with an opportunity to react in a situation where nothing is
provided and no adult guidance is offered.

The students were generally

shocked at being forced to do everything for themselves.

There is a

separation between this reality and the reality of the home.

There

*°W illard Duckett, ed., WALKABOUT: Exploring New Paths to Adult
hood 1 (January 1976): 1-5; Willard Duckett, ed., WALKABOUT: Exploring
New Paths to Adulthood 1 (March 1976): 1-8.
"'^Willard Duckett, "Why Another Newsletter?" WALKABOUT:
Exploring New Paths to Adulthood 1 (January 1976): 1.
"^Philip Dennis, "Wilderness Experience: SELF Students Learn
Rationality *,1 WALKABOUT: Exploring New Paths to Adulthood 1 (March
1976 ) : 1 .
~
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" . . . is a gulf between the urban lives of these students and life in
its elemental forms."43
Faced with a situation that they had to deal with, the students
finally began to think rationally about the conditions they found them
selves in.

The students began to control the situation by using avail

able materials for shelter and by searching for food.

The students

were placed in a situation that required that they provide for their
own needs or go without.

The students for the first time were entirely

responsible for themselves.44
The North Central High School Alternative Program in Indianap
olis, Indiana was designed using the walkabout model.

This program pro

vides other examples of self-directed learning activities.
are:

The examples

assisting an elementary school teacher, a computer assisted study

on victims of crimes, ten weeks traveling and camping on the Baja
Peninsula

in Mexico, living in and studying an Indian culture, and

writing and publishing a folklore magazine.*
4'"’
A walkabout program permits an individual to clarify his own
values and goals.
upon bis interests.

An individual can decide on a course of action based
He can test his personal resources in action.

student is able to participate in real life situations.

A

Gibbons believes

that through programs based on the walkabout concept students are able to
develop and grow.

Gibbons believes that a walkabout has advantages that

43Ibid., P . 7.
w Willard Duckett, "Three Vignettes of Students in a Model WalkAbout Program," WALKABOUT: Exploring New Paths to Adulthood 1 (March
1976): 4-5.
45

Ibid., pp. 4-7; Willard Duckett, "Learning Unlimited: The
North Central High School Alternative Program," WALKABOUT: Exploring
New Paths to Adulthood 1 (January 1976): 1-4.
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are not present in traditional educational methods.

Gibbons feels that

the walkabout can provide opportunities for students to " . . . give
life meaning for themselves.

He stated:

Central to that meaning is their sense of who they are in
the scheme of things and their confidence that, no matter what
the future holds, they can decide and act, that they can develop
skills to be justifiably proud of, that they can cross the most
barren outback with a certain grace and find even in simple mom
ents a profound joy. I hope that by exploring what they can do
and feel they will come to know themselves better, and with that
knowledge that they will move through today with contentment and
will look forward to tomorrow with anticipation. I think a chal
lenging walkabout designed for our time and place can contribute
to that kind of growth.^7

Career Development Programs^
A career development program is one which seeks to provide orien
tation and information centered around occupations in the world of work.
John Stevenson has defined career education " . . . as a systematic
approach to assisting individuals in learning how to live effectively
and in learning how to effectively make a l i v i n g . A

career develop

ment program enhances academic learning by relating it to the future
needs of the students.

Of the development of the career development or

education concept, Stevenson has stated:
indeed, go back a long way.

"The roots of career education,

The elements, concepts, objectives, goals,
CA

and desired outcomes have been identified many times."''"
■^Gibbons, "Walkabout:
hood and School," p. 602.

Search for the Right Passage from Child

14"ibid.
aq

uIhe investigator participated in career development programs
in Florida and Michigan.
AQ

John B. Stevenson, An Introduction to Career Education ^Worth
ing ton , Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Company, 1973), p. 47.

50Ibid., p. 34.
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Career development programs are being developed or used in many
school systems.

Sidney Marland, a leader in the career development move

ment, has stated that "Apart from experimental models launched by the
Office of Education, hundreds of school systems throughout the country
are developing their own models and c u r r i c u l a . S t e v e n s o n supported
the belief that the programs are widespread when he reported that " . . .
we may conclude that literally hundreds of such programs exist."52
The elementary career development program in use in Cobb County,
Georgia will serve as an example of a career development program for
this review.

The Cobb County program was chosen for several reasons.

First, it is one of the experimental school-based models established by
the Office of Education. 33
go back to the 1960's.-^

Second, its initiatives in career education

Marland has written that "Other states which

seek to move in the direction of career education would do well to examl*e
ine Georgia’s program, and profit from their trail-breaking.
The
third reason the Cobb County program was chosen is that it has served
as a model for the development of other programs such as the Michigan
C£
Career Development Program.JO*
4
3
5

3“Sidney P. Marland, Jr., Career Education: A Proposal for
Reform (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1974), p. 3.
3••Stevenson, An Irtrouuction to Career Education, p. 36.
53Ibid., p. 76.
54Ma riand, Career Education:
33Ibid., p.

A Proposal for Reform, p. 131.

132.

'°rhillip Kearney, "Career Development Program - A Desirable
Concept for Michigan" (address presented at the World of Work Program
Development Workshop, East Lansing, Michigan, September 15, 1971).
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In the Cobb County Program, the instructional goals at the elementary level are still language development and computational skills.

57

The curriculum was designed to place the major emphasis on these two
areas.

Career information was introduced to the students to acquaint

them with the occupations.

The career information was introduced as a

regular segment of the school curriculum.

At the elementary level the

program is not attempting to direct the students into any occupation.
The program is designed to introduce the different occupations that com
prise the world of work.

The general information presented to elementary

students permits more detailed exploratory occupational experiences at
C O

the junior and senior high school levels.
The goals established for the elementary level career development
program in Cobb County are:
1. The student in grades 1-3 will be able to identify the
most prevalent occupations in the community and will be able to
state the contributions made by each of them to the economic and
social functioning of his community in a manner appropriate for
his grade level.
2. The student in grades 1-6 will be exposed to activities
which adequately represent the world of work so that he may dis
cover those activities which he likes best, which he performs
best, and which will give him greatest satisfaction.
3. After engaging in activities which represent a portion of
the world of work, students in grades 1-6 will be able to state
the occupations which include similar types of work tasks.
4. The student in grades 1-6 will express a positive attitude
towards himself, other students, education and different types of
work.
5. The student in grades 1-6 will be exposed to experiences
involving team-work which will help him to realize the value of
team-work in different tasks and how this team-work functions
when attempting to reach a common goal.

j7Harold Dennis, "Career Development as an Integral Part of the
Cobb County Curriculum" (Marietta, Georgia: Cobb County Occupational
and Career Development Program, August 5, 1971), p. 27.
(Mimeographed.)
58

bid., pp. 29-31.
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6. The student in grades 2-6 will observe and experience
worker roles which demonstrate how certain knowledge and skill
acquired in different school subjects are applied in different
work roles.
7. The student in grades 4-6 will be exposed to the pre
requisite skills needed to enter the most prevalent occupa
tions in the community and others which may interest him.
3.
The student in grades 4-6 will be exposed to experi
ences which enable him to discuss ways in which he could have
improved his performance in a given activity by maximizing
his strong^points and minimizing his weaknesses in abilities
or skills.59
The specific goals listed above combine to achieve the broad goal of
. . . self-exploration in relation to concrete experiences which
give a representative picture of the world of w ork."^

The attainment

of these goals should create a basis for deeper exploration of careers
in the middle and high schools.^
A unit of work is the term used to define the exploration of an
occupational area.

Every unit of work contains six elements.

These

elements are the activities or methods that are utilized at the elemen
tary level of career development.

The six elements are (1) role play

ing, (2) field trips, (3) resource persons,

(4) hands on activity, (5)

all subject tie-in. and (6) occupational awareness.

The goals of the

program it is felt cannot be achieved if only two or three of the ele
ments are used.

The use of all six elements is essential to the suc

cess of the program.^
39
'''Cobb County Schools Guide to Elementary School Career Develop
ment (Marietta, Georgia), Planning Phase Report Number Two, August,
1970, pp. 4-5.
(Mimeographed.)
60Ibid., p. 4.

61Ibid., p. 5.

'“Joel Smith, "Emerging Curriculum Patterns of Career Education
in the Elementary and Middle Schools" (East Lansing, Michigan: World
of Work frigram Development Workshop, September 15, 1971), pp. 7-8.
(Mimeograp.ied.)
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Role playing consists of simulating work roles.
eral
a

ositive aspects of role playing.

There are sev

The activity usually steins from

eld trip and the students then have a realistic model to copy.

demic skills as related to work roles can be pointed out.

Aca

The activity

affords the students a role similar to actual work on which they can
base their likes or dislikes of certain roles.

Role playing allows stu

dents to apply their occupational knowledge in social interaction.

The

role playing phase is the point where the students begin to identify
with individuals in occupations.^^
While participating in a unit of work the students participate
in field trips.

The program developers found that field trips ” . . .

can give meaning and interest to classroom activities and can be very
valuable in bridging the gap between real experiences and the relatively
abstract thinking of the c l a s s r o o m , F i e l d trips offer concrete expe
riences for the students.
The students are prepared for each field trip through class dis
cussion and research.

They also help with the arrangements fcr the trip.

At the particular occupational site, the students observe what duties a
particular individual performs and what materials he uses.
individual questions.

They ask the

Through their questions, the students are able to

better understand the occupation.
students are required to ask.

There is no list of questions that the

The questions arise as the students

bdvera S. Grantham, "Role-Playing” (Marietta, Georgia; Cobb
County Occupational and Career Development Program, August 6, 1971),
pp. 103-105. (Mimeographed.)

rl
.Donnie K. Smith, "Field Trips and Resource Persons" (Marietta,
Georgia: Cobb County Occupational and Career Development T>'*ogram,

August 6, 1971), p. 123.

(Mimeographed.)
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interact with the individuals at the particular job site.^
After the ^ield trip the students divide into discussion groups.
The students decide which group they want to participate in according to
their interests.

Each group selects an asnect of the occupational area

to research and investigate in greater detail.
with the other groups through:

Their findings are shared

(1) panel discussions, (2) films,

(3) con

structing occupational sites, (4) role playing, and (5) discussions with
resource persons.

These investigations further emphasize and explain

career information which had been discussed in earlier phases of the
unit.66
Resource persons are an important part of the career development
program.

The students rather than the teacher usually select and invite

the individuals to be the resource persons.

Most of the resource per

sons are acquired from the local community.

There are usually two

resource persons selected for each unit of work.

The resource person

discusses in detail his occupation within his occupational area.

Ques

tions are essential in this phase.67
Another activity in a unit of work is a hands on activity.

It

is an activity in which the students learn while constructing or manip
ulating materials for use in the unit of work.

For example, a group

might construct a service counter or an assembly .line in the classroom.
The hands on activities provide further opportunities for occupational
65
"Joel Smith, "Emerging Curriculum Patterns in Career Education
in the Elementary and Middle Schools," p. 6.
^6Bonnie Smith, "Field Trips and Resource Persons," p. 25.
67Ibid., pp. 125-127.
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exploration, role playing and self-awareness.

(8

Ic is felt that there must be an all subject tie-in during a
unit of work.

In using this element, the academic subjects are related

to the projects of the students.

An example of an nil subject tie-in

is a food distribution project carried on in a. Cobb County classroom.
Academic areas included in the project were language arts, mathematics,
science, social studies, art, and music.

The project consisted of set

ting up a grocery store in the classroom.

Language arts was approached

through activities such as an alphabetizing system needed to stock the
store shelves, poems and riddles about food, and library work for infor
mation concerning food distribution.

Mathematics activities centered

around weights, measures and costs.

Science, social studies, art and

music were studied in a similar manner.

All the activities were cor

related with the textbooks in use.69
Occupational awareness must be included in each unit of work.
The students need to be made aware of all the occupations that comprise
the unit.

For example

there are fourteen occupations in the Cobb

County unit of work concerning restaurants and twenty-nine in a banking
unit.

The duties, responsibilities and training for each occupation

are studied.

The students are expected to be able to recall the vari

ous occupations at the end of a unit of work.

They should also realise

the interdependence of the occupations.^ *
7
6

CQ
°doel Smith, "Emerging Curriculum Patterns of Career Education
in the Elementary and Middle Schools," p. 8.
69

*
Essie Diibeck, "Subject Matter-Occupational Tie-In" (Marietta,
Georgia: Cobb County Occ pational and Career Development Program,
.vugust 6, 1971), pp. 107-111.
meographed.)
7 f)

■'Joel Smith, "Emerging urriculum Patterns of Career Education
in the Elementary and Middle Schools," p. 9-10.
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The teacher is one of the most important fa'tors in the career
develo ment program.

There is no planned period of the day that career

develop lent is supposed to be discussed.

A teacher involved in the pro

gram mu: t be alert to the interests of the class.

The introduction of an

occupati >nal unit of work should be based on an interest expressed by the
students ^

The duties ^f a teacher presenting a unit of work are many.

A few of these duties are:
ronment,

(1) to provide an attractive positive envi

'2) correlate or tie-in subject matter in a meaningful way,

(3) teach appreciations and attitudes, and (4) conduct discussions.^

Teacher Education Programs
C lieges and universities are beginning to offer experiential
learning

pportunities to their students

For example, William Penn

College i i Oskaloosa, Iowa offers a freshman orientation adventure in
the Rocky Mountains.'3

Bemidji State University in Bemidji, Minnesota,

through tie Ba3d Eagle Outdoor Learning Center, offers numerous courses
such as :urvival, canoeing, wilderness inquiry, and rock climbing
William

enn College and Bemidji State University offer experiential

learning opportunities.

The programs have not been integrated or

71Ibid., p. 11.
7zJudy Comer, ed., "Duties of a Teacher Presenting a Unit"
(Marie :ta, Georgia: Cobb County Occupational, and Career Development
Progrra, August 6, 1971), p. 83.
(Mimeographed.)
'^William Penn College, "William Penn College Freshman Orienta
tion Adventure," Oskaloosa, Iowa, 1975.
(Mimeographed.)
7U
' Information obtained from course brochures from the Bald Eagle
Out .oor Learning Center, Cass Lake, Minnesota, 1976; the investigator
par cicipated in the Wilderness Inquiry course.
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related with teacher education programs but teachers may participate in
the courses.
Several colleges and universities offer experiential learning
opportunities that are more involved with and related to the teacher
education that the students receive.

Three such colleges and univer

sities are Appalachian State University in Boone, North Carolina; Man
kato State College in Mankato, Minnesota; and the University of Colorado
in Boulder, Colorado.
The Appalachian State University Outdoor Programs, in coopera
tion with the North Carolina Outward Bound school, provide " . . .

the

opportunity for any academic area to utilize outdoor activities as a
laboratory.

One specific use made of this opportunity was a pilot

study conducted in 1975 to " . . . determine the impact of Outward
Bound education on a group of twelve University candidates for teacher
certification, . . .

The students involved received three weeks of

Outward Bound training before their eight week student teaching experi
ence.

Two control groups spent the entire eleven weeks in student

teaching experience.

The pre and post assessment of the three groups

indicated that the:
. . . tx^elve students who underwent three weeks of Outward Bound
during their eleven week student teaching quarter registered on
a measurement instrument dealing with professional education's
contribution to some of the characteristics of good teaching a
highly positive impression of improvement in their overall
training after eight weeks of classroom experience. Twenty-

^^Alan Hale, ed., Directory: Programs in Outdoor Adventure
Activities (Mankato, Minn.: Outdoor Experiences, Inc., 1975), p. 2.
^Keener Smathers, Outward Bound in the Professional Education
of Teachers ([n.p.j: The National Conference of Outdoor Pursuits in
Higher Education, 1975), p. iii.
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eight students who did not experience Outward Bound but under
went eleven weeks of practical teaching experience remained
relatively unchanged on the same instrument. . . .
The Office of University Research at Appalachian State University has
indicated that a major study involving greater numbers is justified.
The Appalachian State University is continuing its research and involve
ment in teacher education and outdoor experiential activities.
Mankato State College offers a Master of Science degree in
Experiential Education.

The program is " . . . designed to enhance

student's skills and understanding of the use of experience as an edu
cational tool."7^

The Master of Science degree program does not require

that a participant be certified as a teacher to enter the program nor
does participation in the program result in teacher certification.^
The Experiential Education program at Mankato requires that
twenty-four hours of credit be earned outside of the Experiential Edu
cation Department "To insure the interdisciplinary nature of the pro
gram, . . ."SI

xhe Wilson Campus School, a kindergarten through grade

twelve open school at Mankato is available to the graduate students.
The students are " . . .

encouraged to develop and test new experiential

curricular models at the school.1

82

Some students in the Experiential

Education program do earn teacher certification while in the graduate7
2
0
8
*

77Ibid., p. iv.
7%ale, Directory:

7^Ibid., p. 15.
Programs in Outdoor Adventure Activities,

p. 28.
80
uLetter from Dr. R. B. VanderWilt, Program Leader, Experiential
Education, Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota, May 11, 1976.
Q1
Information obtained from a brochure describing the Experien
tial Education Master of Science Degree Program at Mankato State Col
lege, Mankato, Minnesota, 1976.
82 Ibid.
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program and utilize the Wilson School to gain their student teaching
experiences.83
The University of Colorado at Boulder offers courses in experi
ential education to graduate students in secondary education.
offerings are made in the elementary teacher education program.
courses offered are;

No such
The

(1) Concepts and Process of Experiential Educa

tion, (2) Development of Experiential Education Programs,

(3) Research

and Evaluation of Experiential Education Programs, (4) Seminar;

Experi

ential Education, and (5) Intensive in Experiential Education.
The Concepts ana Pro>.uSS of Experiential Education course is a
twenty-four day Outward Bound course designed to explore the " . . .
educational values, dynamics and significance of action oriented learn85
ing.”

Development of Experiential Education Programs is a seminar

concentrating on the organizational concepts and planning of an experi
ential program.
The Research and Evaluation of Experiential Education course
focuses on the statistics, research designs, instruments, analysis and
approach to research appropriate for the evaluation of experiential
learning programs.87

The Seminar in Experiential Education provides stu

dents with an opportunity to plan, implement, and evaluate an intensive
experiential education experience.

88

The course, Intensive in

83T,
.,
Ibid.
^^University of Colorado, University of Colorado Bulletin, Graduate School, 1976-1977 (Boulder, Colorado: University of Colorado, 1975),
p. 81.
85Ibid.

86Ibid.

87Ibid.

88Ibid.
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Experiential Education, is available to practicing teachers, college
faculty, counselors, and youth workers who would like to begin and/or
OQ
be directly involved in the implementation of experiential programs.

4-H Clubs8
90*
9
4
9
The 4-H Club program is designed primarily to afford rural youth
practical, real-life learning experiences.^

A 4-H Club is " . . .

recognized as an informal, essentially out-of-school, learning-by-doing
educational program."9^

The learning experiences such as projects,

activities and meetings, aid in the self-development of

. member.

The 4-H Club provides urban and rural girls and boys ages ten through
QO
eighteen many opportunities for active participation.
To best understand the role of 4-H Clubs in the community, it is
helpful to review its historical development.

In the late 1800's most

farm youth received approximately eight years of formal education.
boys then became farmers and the girls became farm homemakers.

The

Many of

the teachers in the rural area were concerned because the formal, tradi
tional education in the school did not prepare the youth for the lives
they would live.

A trend toward incorporating farming and homemaking

into the curriculum began.9^

This marked " . . .

the beginnings of the

89Ibid.
9®The investigator participated in the 4-H program in his youth.
9^Dwight E. Palmer, 4-H Program Guide (Fargo, N. Dak. : Coopera
tive Extension Service, [n.d.]), p. 1.
Q?
Russell G. Mawby, "4-H and YMW Clubs," in The Cooperative Exten
sion Service, ed. by H. C. Sanders (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall. Inc., 1966), p. 261.
98Palmer, 4-H Program Guide, p. 1.
94Mawby, "4-H and YMW Clubs," pp. 262-264.
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practical ’learn-by-doing' educational program, which has come to be
called 4-H."98
No one individual is credited with originating the 4-H idea.

It

began in communities across the United States based largely on the spe
cific conditions and needs found in the particular community.

The 4-H

movement was designed to complement the formal education that youth
received in the classroom.

The 4-H movement was designed to " . . . pro

vide opportunities to apply the knowledge of school education to practi
cal, real-life situations. " "
and guidance.

The local teachers provided the leadership

The 4-H activities were either included in the daily school

program or followed the close of the school day.

Projects, demonstrations

and exhibits were utilized to involve young people in 4-H.97
The leadership of the 4-H movement in the early 1920’s decided
that a direct connection to the local community, more community support,
and a year-round program were needed.
from the school program.

This necessitated a separation

It was thought that the voluntary nature of a

4-H Club could be better emphasized if the leader was a volunteer.

The

leader of the local group was then a farmer or a farmer’s wife rather
than the school teacher. 98
The 4-H Clubs have continued to grow in scope and complexity.
The 4-H programs are primarily designed for rural youth but there is
now participation by urban youth as well.

99

The essential objectives of the 4-H Clubs deal with educational
development of youth.
Mawby stated:

Concerning the purpose of 4-H Clu' j , Russell

" • . •, the central concern has been with providing

95Ibid., P- 262.

96Ibid.

98Ibid., P- 263.

"ibid. , p. 264.

97Ibid., pp. 262-263.
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educational experiences, which help young people to be well adjusted,
competent, and responsible children and youth at each point in their
development, and competent and responsible adults.

The objectives

of the 4-H Clubs are designed to realize the intellectual, physical
and moral potential of the youths they serve.

The national objectives

of 4-H youth programs are to help youths to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gain new knowledge, skills and attitudes through reallife experiences
Realize the satisfactions and dignity of work
Develop leadership talents and abilities
Recognize the value of research and learn the decisionmaking pre-eases
oaderstana how agriculture and home economics contribute
to the economy and human welfare
Explore career opportunities and continue needed education
Practice healthful living and constructive use of leisure
time
Appreciate nature and apply conservation principles
Strengthen personal standards and citizenship ideals
Cultivate desire and ability to cooperate with others

The educational experiences received through 4-H activities are designed
to complement the training received in the home, church and school.
4-K programs are characterized by eight features.

Russell Mawby

has stated that "They reflect the potential of the 4-H program, x>;hich
may be something quite different from the realities of a given
instance. "3'(33

Hot an

4-H clubs exhibit all eight characteristics.

The features serve as standards against which one can judge the effec
tiveness of a 4-H program.
The first feature of the 4-H program is the Land-Grant univer
sity relationship.

The 4-H Club is an extension of the Land-Grant

university and this relationship affords the 4-H members access to

100Ibid.

101Ibid., p. 266.

103Ibid.

10AIbid.

102Ibid.
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its resources.
of its programs.

The 4-H program prides itself on the educative quality
Without the university-4-K relationship, the quality

and quantity of member activities would suffer.

105

The second feature of the 4-H program is its orientation toward
each individual member.

The 4-H program attempts to stimulate each mem

ber toward the fulfillment of his/her full potential.

The direction of

this development is based upon individual needs and interests. ^ 6
T’
ne focus of 4-H programs on the home and family is the third
feature of the program.
social institution.
work is sought.

To the 4-H concept, the family is an essential

The parent's cooperation and interest in the club's

Mawby stated that " . . .

4-H work is aw St meaningful

when it is related to the home and family s i t u a t i o n . P a r e n t a l
involvement is generated in part by having meetings in members' homes,
asking them for help, and by conducting project tours to members' homes.
The fourth feature of 4-H is community involvement.

108

The 4-H Club

should be an integral part of the community and reflect its character.-^9
The community should be made aware of the 4-H concept, the 4-H objectives
and what the components of a good 4-H program are.

The 4-H leaders in

turn should be receptive to the suggestions of the community.^®
The fifth 4-H program feature is the 4-H project in which individ
ual 4-H Club members are given an opportunity to use skills learned in a
meaningful work situation.

105Ibid.

Mawby discussed the project stating that*
9
0
1

106Ibid., p. 267.

107Ibid.

i0®Palmer, 4-H Program Guide, p. 7.
109>tawby, "4-H and YMW Clubs," p. 267.
110
Palmer, 4-H Program Guide, p. 9.
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"The project emphasizes useful and practical information and knowledge,
applied to real-life situations .
Opportunities for experiences in social interaction and group
dynamics is the 3ixth feature of the 4-H program.

The individual 4-H

Clubs operate democratically, electing their officers and carrying out
their programs.

Group objectives are important as is the relationship

of the individual to the group.
ship and service experiences.

Opportunities are provided for leader-

119

The seventh feature is a volunteer adult leader.
ual is both teacher and counselor.

This individ

The voluntary status of the individ

ual positively affects his/her motivation, sincerity, and desire to
assist the young people of the community.
The final feature of the 4-H program is the sequence of experi
ences " . . .

built on the developmental needs, interests, and abilities

of age groups."

4

The experiences begin with and build from the needs,

interests and abilities of each member.

By facing tasks slightly '

and

his/her developmental level, the club member senses a feeing of accom
plishment and grox^th upon successful completion of their projects.

A

member begins his/her 4-H work in the family setting and proceeds to
activities on a county or state level.

The sequence of experiences

promotes a progression from adolescence to responsible young adulthood.
11 C
This is one of the main purposes of 4-H Club work.
Nine educational methods are utilized to achieve the national 4-H
lub objectives.

These methods are:

(1) project work, (2) demonstrations,

**^Mawby, "4-H and YMW Clubs, " p. 267.
Ibid.

^^Ibld.

;' 'Ibid., pp. 267-268.

■^^Ibid.
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(3) judging, (4) group action,
events, (7) recreation,

(5) community service, (6) activities and

(8) personal contact, and (9) evaluation,'*’2^

These methods are adapted to the needs of each individual 4-H member.
Each method is designed " . . .

specifically for the particular purpose,

the specific community and county situation, and the particular age
group for which the experience is designed. "2'*'7
Project work " . . .

includes both individual and group ’learn-

by-doing' projects in many areas of interest, providing real-life learning experiences."

118

The member selects his/her own project and with

adult guidance establishes objectives and then strives to complete the
project.

The projects are usually of the individual type for members

from ten to twelve years of age and focus on " h o w - t o - d o - i t . A s the
member progresses, his/her projects should " . . .

continue the ’how-to-

do-it' emphasis but begin also to consider the principles or ’why' of
the subject-matter content."x
projects with " . . .

The high school age members work on

an emphatic science or 'why* and 'what-would-

happen-if orientation, . . . "
also undertaken.

Group projects and activities are

The members are challenged by the projects to search

for answers to real-life problems.
per year.
are:

Each member completes one project

Examples of projects that can be chosen by the 4-H members

bicycling, health-personal appearance-3afety, livestock, dairy,

wildlife, agronomy and soils, aerospace, home living, food and nutrition, and cooking.

If, for example, a member chooses a dairy project

116Ibid., pp. 268-270.

117Ibid., p. 268.

118Ibid.

119Ibid.

120Ibid.

121Ibid.

122 ,

Coope

tive Extension Service, 4-H Project Guide (Fargo,

N. Dak. : Cooperative Extension Service, 1974), pp7~BPl-VI.
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he or she would receive two manuals from the 4-H leader.
tain the necessary information for project completion.
could include the following experiences:

The manuals con
A dairy project

study of breeds of dairy

cattle, selection, feeding, housing, calf management, showing, anatomy,
reproduction, economy of the dairy industry and other related areas of
interest.

Though some of the project requirements are determined by the

member and the 4-H leader, some requirements are also included in the
4-H literature.
Demonstration, as an educational method, " . . .

provides the

member with an opportunity to organize and present: a specific topic of
interest in a systematic way for a group."32^

With the younger age

groups, demonstrations are usually presented to local club members in
an informal manner.

As the member matures, presentations are formal

ized and presented to county-wide peer group and adult audiences.

High

school aged members present demonstrations to local, county and state
wide audiences.323
Judging is considered a valuable method in the 4-H program
because it " . . . provides opportunities to make and justify decisions
based on accepted standards and factual information."

126

The judging

activities begin informally for the younger members and expand to the
formalized process of the formal judging of a contest and explanation
for the decisions made.

1 71

Group acticn is viewed as a method by which personal growth is
promoted.

Opportunities for social interaction and group-process are1
*
4
3
2

123Ibid., p. 1-1.
I24Mawby, "4-H and YMW Clubs," p. 268.
12:>Ibid,

126Ibid.

127 Ibid.
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provided.

Each member participates in decision-making and assumes respon

sibilities for the group programs.

As a member of a group, an individual

learns the importance of others in the course of group action.
Community-service activities " . . .

128

involve an individual or

group undertaking for the benefit of others, . . . "

129

These activities

usually begin with individualized, relatively simple activities within
the local community and expand with the maturity and experience of the
individuals to group activities that are more complex and organized and
reach out beyond the local community.

130

Activities and events are another educational method utilized to
approach the objectives of 4-H.

Beginning 4-H members generally partic

ipate in local activities such as club tours, parties, regular meetings
as well as county-wide camps and fairs.

Leadership within the local

organization is assumed with the progressing age and experience of the
members.

The high school aged member actively provides leadership

within the local, county, and state activities.

National representa

tion and participation is also possible for 4-H members.333
Recreational activities provide " . . .
and individual experiences."132

members with social group

Recreational activities for the younger

members usually include games ar.d outdoor activities with limited coedu
cational participation.

Older members participate in coeducational

activities of interest to the age group.

Recreational activities pro

vide individual members with opportunities to become acquainted with
many individuals in a social situation. 333
128Ibid., pp. 268-269.

129Ibid., p. 269.

130Ibid.

333Ibid., pp. 269-270.

132Ioid., p. 270.

133Ibid.
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Personal contact is important in the educational experience of
4-H members.

Personal contact provides " . . .

the influence of example

rnd contact with peer groups, older youth, adult leaders, Extension pertonnel, and other interested adults.
t. cts are with local individuals.

Initially, most personal con-

This involvement and contact expands

tc include individuals outside of the local community.
ha. stated that:

Russell Mawby

"The importance of these personal contacts is often

unc rrvalued at the time but appears even more significant in retrospect
by

.he individual member."

135

The last educational method utilized by 4-H Clubs le that of
evaj uation.

Russell Mawby has described this as " . . . the step accom-

136
plisied least effectively in the typical A-H member’s exprience." J
Eval lation involves " . . .

both formal and informal review of individ

ual >rogress in learning in line with personally and individually establishid goals, . . .
and accomplishment.

Initially, evaluation is related to project work
The area of evaluation is expanded with age and expe-

rier re to include personal conduct, relationships with others as well as
pro; ect skills.
lea ier.

Evaluations are carried out individually with the local

A-H personnel believe that " . . .

personal evaluation is an

essential part of the learning experience."'1''

The effectiveness of

su h an evaluation depends on the guidance skills of the adult leader.
Ev iluations with respect to specific skills are conducted through the
o tional participation in exhibiting of project work, in judging activrtres, and in skill contests.

A well-organized and properly conducted

evaluation is a most beneficial portion of the 4-H experience.^3^
134Ibid.
Ibid.

135Ibid.

136Ibid.

138Ibid.

139Ibid.,
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Boy Scouts of America
The Boy Scouts of America is composed of boys ages eleven through
seventeen who are provided with an opportunity to participate in a variety
of activities.

Many of the activities are selected and planned on the

basis cf a need and/or an interest of the Scout himself.

Leadership and

responsibility are accepted and practiced in everyday situations.

From

the initial joining of the Boy Scouts, t^e Scout is encouraged to develop
self-awareness, self-reliance, and respect for others.
The inception of the Boy Scout organization has roots in a mili
tary setting.

Robert S. S. Baden-Powell, a British military officer dur

ing the late 1800's, had become dissatisfied with the performance of the
men under his command.

To remedy this situation, he developed special

training activities to further extend the men both physically and men
tally.

In 1897 "He had men training in small groups, made their train

ing hard but enjoyable, and gave them increasing responsibilities."11^'
A soldier who completed this training program became a Scout. 1^2
Baden-Powell wrote a book, Aids to Scouting, for soldiers.
Powell became famous and his book popular.
chased and read by boys.

Baden-

The book was soon being pur

It so disturbed Baden-Powell that boys were

reading a book written to prepare men for war that he rewrote Aids to
Scouting for boys.

In the new book he utilized materials previously

written for youth as well as some of the principles of his own military
training program.

His objective in this work was to train boys for

manhood.

li+0Boy Scouts of America, Scoutmaster’s Handbook (6th ed. ; North
Brunswick, N. J.: Boy Scouts of America, 1972), pp. 26-42.
1;jlIbid., p. 36b.

U 2 Ibid.

143Ibid. , p. 367.
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In 1907 Baden-Powell brought together a group of twenty-two boys
for a Scout camp.

The boys were separated into patrols.

The members of

the patrols participated in games, skill activities and overnight camps
separate from the larger group, the troop.

Baden-Powell and the camp

participants considered the experience a success.
success was due in part to the patrol system.

Baden-Powell felt this

He stated:

Each patrol leader was given full responsibility for the behav
ior of his patrol at all times, in camp and in the field. . . .
Responsibility, discipline, and competitive rivalry were thus
at once established and a good standard of development was
ensured throughout the troop. 4**
In 1908 Eaden-Powell wrote a handbook for boys, Scouting for Boys,
and a similar book for the adult leaders.
received by the community.

These publications were well

The essential elements of Scouting, as

described in these publications, were small groups, enjoyable activities
and acceptance of responsibilities.^4^
The basic principles and ideas of Baden-Pc ell and the English
Scouting program were introduced in the United States by William D.
Boyce in 1910.

He joined with other interested Americans such as Ernest

Thompson Seton, Daniel Carter Beard, and James E. Wc^t to establish the
Boy Scouts of America.

Since its inception in the United States, over

forty million American men and boys have participated in the Boy Scout
program.
To understand what the Boy Scout program represents today, a
review of the program's aims is necessary.
character, citizenship, and fitness.

The aims of Scouting are

Specific behaviors are used as

the criteria of attainment of the aims.^47
144Ibid., p. 368.
147Ibid., pp. 26-28.

145Ibid.

146Ibid., pp. 368-372.
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Character is composed of personal qualities.
reflect good character are:

The behaviors that

confidence without conceit, problem-solving

with imagination and resourcefulness, courage in difficult or unfamiliar
situations, the ability to make decisions on available information, and
the ability to accept responsibility for the decisions.
ship aim deals with a boy's relationships with others.
indicate good citizenship are:

The citizen
Behaviors that

knowledge and pride in American heritage,

understanding and use of leadership skills. and a concern fcr the environ
ment and attempts to improve its c o n d i t i o n . T h e fitness aim includes
physical, mental, moral and emotional fitness.
attainment of this aim are:

Behaviors indicating

strength, muscle tone, and endurance while

participating in vigorous activities, weight within healthful limits,
use of good judgment, making sound decisions, creative problem-solving,
actions based upon what the individual believes to be important, respect
for the beliefs of others, adaptability, self-discipline, understanding
of self, and self respect.
The Boy Scout program uses specific methods to approach the aims
of the program.

These methods are:

Scouting ideals, patrols, advance

ment, adult male association, outdoor programs, leadership development,
and personal growth.
The ideals are presented via the Scout Oath, Scout Law, Scout
Motto, and Scout Slogan.

They are offered as important measures to

which one compares oneself.

It is assumed that each boy has " . . .

some control, over what he becomes,

and the ideals are to aid the

Scout in recognizing this control as well as facilitating his growth.
-^^Ibid. , pp. 28-29.

l49Ibid., pp. 30-31.

150Ibid.,

151Ibid., pp. 34-38.

1^2ib^d., p. 34.

153lbid.

153
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The Scout troop is the group to which all Scouts in a local area
belong.

The troop is divided into smaller units called patrols.

are distinct leadership positions within each troop.
Scoutmaster,

These are:

There
(1)

(2) senior patrol leader, (3) assistant senior patrol

leader, (4) patrol leader, and (5) troop leader's council.

The Scout

master, through his own previous experiences, serves as a resource for
the troop members.
troop.

The Scoutmaster is viewed as the key to a good

His organizational skills and his ability to relate to boys

are of importance.

Often he is not visible at meetings or activities

but his preparation and guidance have been utilized so that the meet
ing or activity can take place.
that one should " . . .
for himself. T h e

A Scoutmaster works from the premise

never do anything for a boy that the boy can do
personal growth of the boys in the troop depends

primarily on the Scoutmaster's knowledge of each individual.

The Boy

Scout organization believes that "The better you know each individual
boy in the troop, the more valuable his Scouting experience will be. " ^ 5
The Scoutmaster also serves as a counselor when asked, when he feels it
is necessary, and during the advancement program.
The patrol method of organization within the troop is felt by
the Boy Scout organization to be " . . . absolutely necessary to achieve
the aims of Scouting."^7

A patrol is a small group of boys, usually

five to ten in number, grouped generally by friendship.

The Boy Scout

organization believes that the patrol method is successful for several
reasons.

First, it is felt that boys naturally group themselves in

154Ibid., p. 12.

155Ibid., p. 16.

156Ibid., p. 78.

157Ibid., p. 35.
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small rather than large groups.
programs in small groups.

They tend to operate outside of Scouting

Second, boys are more apt to become actively

involved in a smaller group than in a larger one.

The more involvement

from the Scouts indicates less direction needed from adults.
member is important to a small group.
If he is absent, he is missed."-^8

Third, each

"if he is present, he takes part.

The small group relies on each indi

vidual while a larger group does not do so directly.

Fourth, the

involvement in the patrol requires acceptance of responsibilities by
each member.

The Scoutmaster’s Handbook states:

Through his involvement in the patrol the Scout will expe
rience accepting and carrying out responsibility in a way that
he could not in a larger group. He will not talk about taking
responsibility; he will do it. Self-reliance becomes attain
able because he gets practice in doing things himself in the
patrol; in a troop-sized group he will not get much.-*-^
Fifth, there is an opportunity for each individual to practice leadership
within the patrol that might not be available in a larger group.-^0
The purpose of the advancement program in Scouting is:

" . . .

to encourage Scouts to accomplish a progressive series of learning expe
riences in the areas of citizenship, character, and personal fitness out
come objectives of the Scout program.
recognizing these experiences."^8^

It provides for measuring and

The Scout selects the activities

based 01 nis abilities and interests and is guided to the end goal he
chooses.

Advancement is considered " . . .

thing."

a personal and individual

The Scoutmaster's Handbook points to the four steps in

advancement.

These are:

(1) learning,

(2) testing, (3) reviewing, and

158Ibid.

159Ibid., p. 145

160Ibid., pp. 145-146.

16lIbid., p. 180.

l62Ibid.
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f.

(4) getting the badge. '

3

The learning can be done by the Scout on his

own, from others in the troop or patrol, or through the project method.
The requirements for each aware determine the testing method.

The Scout

may be asked to demonstrate a skill, describe or explain something or
prepare a project and explain it.
for progress awards.

The review process is utilized only

The purpose is to be sure that all requirements

have been met before an award is given.

Reviews are carried out on an

individual basis by different groups within the troop depending on the
level of the award.

The awards are presented in a ceremony during a

troop meeting.164
There are three options for advancement within the Scouting pro
gram.

They are:

(1) skill awards, (2) merit badges, and (3) progress

a w a r d s . T h e r e are twelve skill awards.

The skill awards are designed

to " . . . provide early recognition to motivate a Scout, to develop
skills for everyday living and full participation in Scouting, and to
give Scouts a wide choice of things to do. "-^6

Some of the skill award

areas are first aid, hiking, environment and conservation.

Each skill

award involves the steps of learning, testing, and receiving the award.
Merit badges are designed to help " . . .

a boy discover his

abilities and interests as he explores the merit badge subjects."168
This portion of the advancement program involves more accomplishment
than the skill award.

Over one hundred merit badges are available.

Some of the areas included are:

American business, gardening, home

repairs, veterinary science, painting, photography, agriculture, and

163Ibid., pp. 183-184.
166Ibid., p. 181.

164Ibid.

1651
Ibid., pp. 181-182.
6

l67Ibid., pp. 181-206.

16sIbid., p. 181.
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bicycling.
badge.

Specific requirements have been set for the earning of each

For example, the bicycling merit badge involves the completion

of activities such as cleaning and adjusting a bicycle, showing the
bicycle to a counselor for inspection, taking six rides of twenty-five
miles each during a three month period, and laying out on a road map a
bicycle trip of fifty miles.
The third option available in the advancement program is the
progress award.

This is the advancement option leading to Eagle, the

highest Scouting honor.
and merit badges.

These awards are earned by earning skill awards

The progress awards are Tenderfoot, Second Class,

First Class, Star, Life and Eagle.

The level of the progress award is

based on requirements such as length of Scout involvement, the earning
of specific skill awards and merit badges, and the completion of spe
cified projects.^'7®
The adult male association of the Scoutmaster with the boys is
considered a valuable meinod in meeting the aims of the Scouting program.
The Scoutmaster provides an example for the troop members to follow.

The

Boy Scout organization views this presentation of an example of manhood
as a method in approaching the aims of Scouting.
The Boy Scouts outdoor program " . . .

171

meets more of the purposes

of Scouting than any other single feature and so is an absolute must in
troop programming."

172

The outdoor program can be separated into the

areas of hiking and camping.

N.J.:

A troop or patrol hike may last a few

16-*Fredcrick Hines, Scout Handbook (8th ed.; North Brunswick,
Boy Scouts of America, 1972), p. 398.
1^ B o y Scouts of .America, Scoutmaster’s Handbook, pp. 182-192^ ^ I b i d . , p . 37.

Ibid., p. 208.
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hours or the entire day.
theme.
selves.

Each hike should have a specific purpose or

A successful hike hinges on prior planning by the Scouts them
The planning includes the selection of a purpose or theme,

consulting of maps and guide books, organization structure for the
hike itself, and procuring of equipment.

Even though the destination

of the hike is the primary objective, activities along the way are
also of a learning nature.

Scouts may identify animal tracks or travel

certain distances without the aid of a compass.
may not have the activity built in.

For example, if the destination is

a museum, the activity is already arranged.
activity built-in demands planning.

The destination may or

A destination without an

Of utmost importance for planning

are choosing activities that are organized and that can promote total
participation.^
Camping activities are divided into short-term camping and long
term camping.

A camping activity of fewer than six days is considered a

short-term activity.

The troop travels to the camping site as a troop

but the Scouts tent and participate in acti >iries as a patrol.
planning is important to a successful camping activity.

Detailed

Planning includes

choosing a site, defining the purpose of camp, and training for camp.

The

program at camp emphasizes woodcraft, physical fitness, campcraft and
learning to live and work together.
patrols.

The program is designed to strengthen

This is accomplished by having the patrols participate in activ

ities as a unit.
not as observers.

The activities involve the Scouts as participants and
Long-term camping is similar to short-term camping

except that the Scouts are in the. field six or more days.

The planning

is more detailed because the time away from home is longer.^741
3
7
173Ibid., pp. 208-219.

174Ibid., pp. 220-246.
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Leadership development is one of the essentials of Scouting.

The

Bov Scout organization believes that certain principles of leadership
exist.

These principles are that "Leadership is doing . . .

that

"Leadership . . . can be learned,"^'8 that "Boys can . . . become highly
skilled in it,MJ"77 and that these skills do not differ greatly " . . .
except in complexity . . ."^78 froa the skills used in leadership posi
tions in the adult world.

The Boy Scout organization believes that the

leadership development. " . . .

is designed to encourage boys to learn

and practice leadership skills."^79

Leadership opportunities are offered

each Scout at different times and during different activities.
Personal growth is considered a method by the Boy Scout organiza
tion even though it is an outcome.

It is so considered because a con

scious effort is made toward personal growth for each Scout.
growth is approached in almost all Scouting activities.

Personal

Scouts make

selections and choices, carry out pr-jects, and evaluate their participa
tion.

The interaction with others that is necessary in a patrol group
1OA

encourages personal growth as well.
The gaming method of learning is central to the Scouting method.
The Scoutmaster's Handbook points out that "Almost everything Scouts do
can be done or learned or practiced - or all three - as a game."^®l

It

is felt that the gaming method gets more done in less time and that the
Scout is happier as a result.

The gaming method organizes the teams by

patrols which helps strengthen the bonds of friendship between members.
175Ibid., p. 39.

176Ibid.

177Ibid.

178Ibid.

179Ibid.

180Ibid.

181Ibid., p. 292.
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A game involves every Scout, all participate.

1^7

The Boy Scout organization believes that the ideal learning expe
rience is comprised of four essential elements.

These are presentation,

TOO
directions, active response, and feedback.

The presentation provides

the learner with information about what he is learning.
the form of demonstration, discourse or visual means.
cate to the learner " . . .
presentation."'*'84

This may be in
Directions indi

how he is to take action to respond to the

Active response involves the action of the learner

based upon the presentation and directions.
learner how well he responded.

Feedback indicates to the

Feedback is given immediately.-*-8^

There are specific principles of learning which the Boy Scout
organization believes are valid and upon which the Boy Scout program
is based.

These principles are:

(1) learners learn without teachers,

(2) learning should be lifelike, (3) learners must be oriented, (4)
learning occurs a piece at a time, (5) learning steps must occur logi
cally, (6) learners must be actively involved, (7) learners must know
they are learning, and (8) learners learn individually.

186

Military Programs
The military training programs of the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marine Corps utilize classroom and in-field teaching techniques.

The

Naval flight program and the Marine amphibious reconnaissance program are
examples of this approach to teaching.
Naval Flight Program.-*-8 '7

The United States Navy and the United

States Marine. Corps conduct a Naval flight program to prepare Navy and
182Ibid., pp. 292-332.
1S4Ibid., p. 35.

183Ibid., pp. 352-354.

185Ibid.

186Ibid.

l ^ T h e investigator participated in the Naval flight program.
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Marine pilots for service.
long.

This program is approximately sixteen months

Upon completion of the flight training program, the Navy or

Marine officer is designated a Naval Aviator.

For the purpose of this

review, the flight training of a Navy student pilot is considered.

188

The student pilot spends the first seven days in an indoctrina
tion phase.

Indoctrination is designed to aid in the transition from

civilian to military life.

Upon completion of the indoctrination phase,

the student proceeds to the Aviation Officer Candidate School.
Officer Candidate School is divided into four areas.
officer training,

Aviation

These are:

(1)

(2) administrative time, (3) general training, and

(4) aviation training.^®9
The officer training area is separated into academic, military,
physical fitness and applied leadership instruction.

The academic

instruction includes mathematics, physics, Naval history and officer
development.

The military portion of the training includes lectures,

drills, parades and inspections.

General physical conditioning and

swimming comprise the physical fitness training.

After eleven weeks

in the Aviation Officer Candidate School, the student is assigned
supervisory duties for recently arrived student pilots. ^9(9
The administrative time area is allotted to permit time for lec
tures by visiting officers as well as time for personal needs.

The gen

eral training area deals with lectures on defensive driving. ^9^
The most significant area of student training is aviation train
ing.

Aviation training is divided into five major sections.

These

188

Recruiting Aids Department, United States Navy, The Navy
Filot ([n .p .]: United States Navy, 1973), p. 2.
1S9Ibid., p. 6.

190Ibid., pp. 8-12.

191Ibid., p. 14.
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sections are:

(1) engineering, (2) aeronautics,

(3) aviation physiology,

(4) survival, and (5) aviation student information, y
The engineering instruction includes information concerning powerplants and communication instruments.
ried out by Naval Aviators.

The power-plant instruction is car

The classes concentrate on the description

and function of propeller and jet engines.

The communication instrument

classes concentrate on the radios and directional equipment utilized in
1 A O

flying the Navy and Marine aircraft.
The aeronautics instruction includes lectures and assigned prob
lems in the areas of aerodynamics, navigation, and meteorology.
aerodynamics lectures deal with the principles of flight.

The

Navigation

:lasses provide the student with the information necessary to determine
icsition, course and distance traveled while in flight.

Meteorology

nstruction provides the student with information needed to interpret
! eather maps and weather conditions.^94
Flight physiology classes are designed to give the student an
nderstanding of the physical demands placed on the body by the flight
:onditions.

The student is taught the basic components of the body and

:heir functions.

The systems more important to a pilot, with respect to

flight conditions, are discussed in detail.-'-9'-'
All military personnel who may serve in areas where they are sus
ceptible to enemy capture are required to participate in survival courses.1
5
4
3
2
9

192Ibid., p. 6.
193

This information is from the personal experience of the inves

tigator.
194Ibid.
195

Naval Air Basic Training Command, Flight Physiology Text
(Pensacola, Florida: United States Navy, 1963), pp. 1-3.
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The student pilots participate in lanu and sea survival courses.
classroom land survival instruction includes:
( 2 ) venemous snakes,

The

(1) water procurement,

(3) primitive medicine, (4) survival kits, (5)

plant life, (6) animal life, traps, snares, (7) small game preparation,
(8) shelters, (9) intelligence briefing,
evasion,

(10) fires,

(11) concepts of

(12) land navigation, (13) camouflage and concealment, (14)

student preparation for field, and (15) signaling techniques.

Upon

completion of the classroom instruction, the students are placed in a
realistic situation where they must survive and evade enemy capture. *
19^
The training is " . . . made as realistic as possible, within the bounds
of safety, in order to prepare the student for the conditions he probably
would encounter. . . .
Sea survival training begins with classroom instruction.
instruction iv.cludes:

(1) survival equipment, (2)

This

sea survival subsist

ence, (3) dangerous marine life, (7'i rescue devices and techniques, and
(5) emergency self aid.19^

The classroom instruction is followed by the

students actually surviving in the sea.

The students parachute into the

sea and attempt to survive alone in a raft for a designated length of
time.199
The aviation student information section is designed to teach the
students to identify United States armed services aircraft and tie air
craft of foreign countries.

The student must be able to identify the

1 96

Letter from H. R. Bolen, United States Marine Corps, Cherry
Point, North Carolina, April 30, 1976.
19^Letter from F. B. Kock, Rear Admiral, United States Navy,
Washington, D.C. co the Honorable Mark Andrews, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C., April 21, 1976.
]98
- Letter from H. R. Bolen, United States Marine Corps.
199This information is from the personal experience of the inves
tigator.
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aircrafe when it is presented on a screen for l/50th of a second.
When the student pilot completes the Aviation Officer Candidate
School phase of his training, he enters primary flight training.

Until

this tine the student pilot has not actually been in an aircraft for
flight purposes.

During the primary flight training, the student par

ticipates in simulated flights in order to become familiar with the
aircraft controls.

Further classroom instruction is also conducted.

After the classroom instruction and simulation flights, the stu
dent begins the actual flying of an aircraft.

From, this point on, the

student's classroom instruction, and flying activities occur concurrently.
The culmination of this training is advancement to the position of Naval
Aviator.201
Marine Amphibious Reconnaissance Program.

The United States

Marine Corps utilizes experience-based learning in amphibious recon
naissance training.

Amphibious reconnaissance is:

" . . .

a landing

conducted by minor elements, involving stealth rather than force of
arras, for the purpose of securing information, followed by a planned
2Q2
withdrawal and/or recovery.1
' Reconnaissance by Marines is designed
to acquire information about activities and resources of an opposing
force.
The amphibious task force is comprised of three units trained
for the conducting of amphibious reconnaissance.

These units are the

underwater demolition team, the force reconnaissance company and the

200ibid.

201 Ibid.

202 United States Marine Corps, Amphibious Reconnaissance (Washington, D. C.
U. S . Government Printing Office, 1969), p. 1.
203 Ibid.
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reconnaissance battalion, Marine division.

The primary mission of the

underwater demolition team is to make a reconnaissance of prospective
landing beaches.
cles,

They also perform the underwater clearance of obsta

The primary mission of the force reconnaissance company is " , . .

to conduct pre-assault and distant post-assault reconnaissance in support
of a landing force."204

xhe force reconnaissance company contains a

minimum of six reconnaissance platoons.
four-man teams.

Each platoon contains three

The reconnaissance teams perform the specific missions

assigned by the landing force commander.

The teams are trained to act

cooperatively or independent of each other.

The reconnaissance battalion,

Marine division is designed to conduct reconnaissance and observation in
advance of a Marine division.

The battalion contains a minimum of four

reconnaissance companies.^05
Reconnaissance training is basically the training of the individ
ual Marina in specific skills and techniques.

The United States Marine

Corps' objective is " . . . the successful execution of the reconnais
sance mission in combat."206
The reconnaissance training program is designed to develop con
fidence, endurance, initiative, teamwork and skill in the men of the
reconnaissance team.
skills.

The training progresses from basic to advanced

While making the progression from basic to advanced skills,

the training maintains team integrity, realism and balance.

The indi

vidual training is conducted concurrently with team training to develop
team integrity and unity.

The training in conducted under conditions

as similar to combat as possible.

204Ibid., p. 4.

These conditions are approximated by:2
0
4

205Ibid., pp. 3-7.

206Ibid., p. 24.
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(I) night training, (2) training in unfamiliar and varied terrain, (3)
training in jungles, deserts, mountains, and arctic areas, and (4)
introducing realistic problems to be solved.

Each Marine is expected

to master all the required skills to a high degree of proficiency.

The

.
207
training program strives to place equal emphasis on all skill areas.
The reconnaissance training program " . . .
four phases, . . ."~®8

logically falls into

jhese phases are basic individual training,

advanced individual training, basic unit training, and advanced unit
training.
The basic individual training program includes the following
training areas:

(1) refresher training, (2) swimmer conditioning,

(3)

preparatory parachute training, (4) demolitions, (5) weapons training
and requaiification, (6) training in reconnaissance of routes of com
munication,

(7) communication training, (8) survival evasion, resist

ance and escape training, (9) intelligence training, (10) preliminary
SCUBA training, and (11) nuclear, biological and chemical training.210
Refresher training reviews the basic combat skills with the
Marine with special emphasis on map and compass training.
training is followed by field application.

Classroom

Parachute training includes

physical conditioning and familiarization with the equipment prior to
assignment to the airborne course.

211

The communication training " . . .

involves classroom training

of individuals in the type and characteristic of organic communication

207Ibid., pp. 24-26.

208Ibld„, p. 27.

209Ibid., pp, 26-28.

*
210ibid.j pp. 28-30.

211 Ibid., pp. 28-29.
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equipment
teaa,"‘!^

and

the manner

in

which, it Is employed by a reconnaissance

This training also includes sending and receiving of messages

la international Horse code.

This area of training concludes with field

cosasunication probless .2 22
The preliminary SCUBA training is conducted prior co assignment
to a formal Navy school. Thta training stresses preschool conditioning

sad familiarization training.

The Marines begin to use the diving equip

ment only after extensive classroom, and pool training.

The classroom

subject areas include diving physics, physiology, diseases and injuries.
The classroom training is followed by open water exercises.224
The advanced individual training is conducted concurrently with
basic unit training.

The United States Marine Corps believes that

"While advance individual training is designed to develop individual
proficiency, basic unit training is conducted to weld individuals into
effective operating teams."215

The areas of training during the

advanced individual and basic unit phases of the training program are:
(1) physical training, (2) parachute training, (3) swimmer equipment
training, (4) SCUBA qualification training, (5) surface and open water
training, (6) submarine training, (7) inflatable boat handling, (8)
reconnaissance patrolling, (9) terminal guidance training and (10) specific reconnaissance techniques and reporting procedures. 216
The reconnaissance patrolling training requires ” . . . the mem
bers to apply the skills learned in basic individual training.1,22' The
specific reconnaissance techniques and reporting procedures area requires*
2
1
5
2i2Ibid., p. 30.

213Ihid.

214Ibid., pp. 31-32.

215Ibid.t p. 32.

n 6 Ibid. , pp. 32-34.

21 7Ibid. , p. 34.
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techniques in simulated combat situations.
the classroom and " . . .

The initial training is in.

subsequent training is accomplished daring

reconnaissance patrol, training, unit off-base problems and major fleet

,

„218

exertises.'

The advanced unit training is conducted in support of landing
exercises planned by other units or during exercises planned by the
reconnaissance elements.

The exercise includes the complete cycle of

a reconnaissance team's activities. 214
The United States Marine Corps believes that by conducting the
training exercise off-base and in conjunction with major fleet exer
cises the integration of the various facets- of training occurs.

It

is felt that:
An artificial impression of confidence and capabilities
often results when the same general area is used for train
ing and exercises. It is highly desirable that a great
portion of the training be conducted, utilizing different
beaches, drop zones, and exercise areas.22®
The major fleet exercises provided the Marines in training with a " .
maximum training experience, . . .

218 Ibid.

219 Ibid.

220Ibid., p. 35.

221Ibid.

CHAPTER IV

POSTULATES FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING PROGRAMS

A separation usually exists between the more natural lifeexperiences of students and the subject-matter that is the object of
the students' study in the classroom.

John Dewey advocated an educa

tion of experience.

His theories of learning and experience define

education as " . . .

a continuing reconstruction of experience; . . ."1

Experience-based programs, unrelated to the public school system, pro
vide examples of learning through the reconstruction of experience.
The following postulates are presented for the development and
implementation of experiential learning programs.

The postulates

evolved from a study of the writings of John Dewey and a review of
experience-based learning programs.

The postulates were written from

the perspective of a classroom teacher.

The spirit with which the

postulates are presented is exemplified in the following passage:
. . . we come back to the idea that a coherent theory of
experience, affording positive direction to selection and
organization of appropriate educational methods and mate
rials, is required . . . to give new direction to the work
of the schools.~

John Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creed," in Dewey on Education:
Selections ed. by Lawrence A. Cremin, Classics in Education, No. Ill
(New York: Teacher's College Press, 1959), p. 27.
9

‘•John Dewey, Experience and Education (New York:
Books of Macmillian Publishing Co., Inc., 1970, p. 30.
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Postulate 1.
tive experiences.

The community can be a valuable resource for educa

The teacher snould become familiar with the community

in which the student lives.

If learning is to be based on real-life

experiences, the teacher must be familiar with the community in which
these experiences take place.

The community is the environment in which

the past experiences of the student have taken place.
future experiences will occur.

Dewey stated that:

It is also where

"...

the school

is simply that form of community life in which all those agencies are
concentrated that will be most effective in bringing the child to share
in the inherited resources of the race, and to use his own powers for
social ends,"^
Postulate 2.

The experiences of the student should be educative*

An educative experience is one in which there is continuity,, interaction,
purpose and reflection.

Continuity of experiences refers to the consid

eration of past and future experiences in relation to the present experi
ence.

An experience should be judged on its relevance to previous expe

riences and its use as a source or reference in future experiences.
Dewey stated that "To 'learn from experience* is to make a backward and
forward connection between what we

do to things and what we enjoy or

suffer from things in consequence."^
Interaction implies a balance between internal and external con
ditions.

The learning of conditions should not be totally dominated by

either the internal conditions of the student or the external demands
of the environment.
3Devey, "My Pedagogic Creed," p. 22.
/.
“'John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York:
Company, 1923), p. 164.
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There should be a purpose to the activity or experience.

'A

purpose differs from an original impulse and desire through its transla
tion into a plan and method of action. . . .
by the student from an impulse.

A purpose is formulated

A purpose is formulated through obser

vation, knowledge of what happened in previous, similar situations and
through judgment, the comparison of what is observed with what happened
in the past.

Purposes are formulated when there is a postponement

between the desire or impulse to act and the activity itself.

From the

formulated purpose, the student develops a plan and method of action.
An educative experience is one in which there is time for reflec
tion.

The student needs time to reflect on his experiences.

be a balance between doing and undergoing.

There should

Reflection provides time for

the student to give, meaning to his/her experiences.

Reflection by the

learner is necessary to consolidate past and present experiences with
projection to the future.
Postulate 3.

Subject-matter should be the medium of learning

rather than the object of learning.

Subject-matter should be used "in

the development of a continuing line of activity,"*’ To accomplish this,
present experiences should create problems or difficulties that neces
sitate more information and/or skill and should promote the creation of
new ideas.

The new ideas should, in turn, lead to difficulties requiring

still more information.
involved.

As this cycle continues, more subject-matter is

Present experiences lead to wider horizons and more learning.

Dewey stated that subject-matter " . . .

must be derived from materials

-'Dewey, Experience and Education, p. 69.
6Ibid., p. 79.
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which at r.he outset fall within the scope of ordinary life experience."''’
In an educative experience, subject-matter is expanded and organized as
it is used to understand the present.

The experiences themselves will

present opportunities for the use of reading, writing and computation
skills in a relevant manner.
Postulate 4.

The teacher should direct through indirection.

John McDermott has stated that:

"If Dewey's attempt to reform education

has been less than successful, it is due not to the softness or naivete
of the approach as claimed but rather to the heightened demand for qual
ity placed upon teachers utilizing his approach."^

The teacher in an

experiential learning program does indeed have a difficult but important
role.

The teacher assumes many duties that are essential to educative

experiences.
The teacher is responsible for understanding the child, the sub
ject matter, and the interaction between the two.

Dewey stated that:

"The problem of teaching is to keep the experience of the student moving
in the direction of what the expert already knows.

Hence the need that

the teacher know both subject matter and the characteristic needs and
Q
capacities of the student."
The teacher is also responsible for the arranging of conditions
to ensure continuity of experiences and the presence of interaction.
"It thus becomes the office of the e lucator to select those things
within the range of existing experience that have the. promise and
7Ibid., p. 73.
g
'John McDermott, ed., The Lived Experience, Vol. II: The Philos
ophy of John Dewey (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1973), pp. 511-512.
9

Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 216.
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potentiality of presenting new problems which by stimulating new ways of
observation and judgment will expand the area of further experience.
The teacher, by virtue of his/her maturity and experience, is
the leader of the activities of the group.

The teacher should utilize

his/her own experiences and knowledge of the child to offer suggestions,
guidance, and questions during the student’s experience to aid its
direction.
purposes.

The teacher should aid the student in the formulation of
In essence, "Connectedness in growth must be his [teacher's]

constant watchword."'*'"^

Dewey summarized the role of a teacher in an

educational program based on experience when he stated:
There is incumbent upon the teacher who links education
and actual experience together a more serious and a harder
business. He must be aware of the potentialities for leading
students into new fields which belong to experiences already
had and must use this knowledge as his criterion for selec
tion and arrangement of the conditions that influence their
present experience. H
Postulace 5.

A positive environment should be provided.

A posi

tive environment with respect to an experiential learning program is one
that is conducive to individual growth.

The subject-matter, materials

or content should be made relevant to the interests, needs, and capac
ities of the student.

The continuity of experience should be observed.

The environment should promote social interaction and communication.
Freedom as a means of growth should be provided for.

Student

freedom affords the teacher the opportunity to observe and gain informa
tion about the student, his/her interests, needs and capacities.
dom should not mean the lack of direction or guidance.

10Dewey, Experience and Education, p. 75.
11 tIbid.
h -f a

12 Ibid., p. 76.
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should lead the activities with guidance and direction but not dictation.
A positive environment is "one of activities selected with reference to
guidance of learning."
Postulate 6.
.earning program.

1
Planning is necessary for success in an experiential

Concerning the planning and preparation in an educa-

t tonal program based on experience, Dewey wrote:

"...

there is incum-

b nt upon the educator the duty of instituting a much more intelligent,
ar, 1 consequently more difficult, kind of p l a n n i n g . T h i s planning
in olves the accumulation of information concerning the interests, needs,
anc capacities of the students.

This planning also involves the arrange-

mer. : of the environment so that the continuity of experience and the
int sraction that takas place meet the needs and extend the capacities
of

he students.

Dewey stated that "The planning must be flexible

eno gh to permit free play for individuality of experience and yet firm
eno gh to give direction towards continuous development of power.
Postulate 7,

Activity should be utilized as a means of progres-

sio . rather than as an end ir itself.

Activities or experiences that

are provided as an end in themselves are not appropriate to an experient Lai learning program.

Activities are means through which a student

cat become awa-e of himself and his interests in and relation to the
en'ironment.

Activities should provide, opportunities for interaction.

Ac civities or experiences need to be built on past experiences and move
t ward the future.

The activities must have a purpose.

1 3Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 320.
14Dewey, Experience and Education, p. 58.
15 Ibid.
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Postulate 8.

An experiential learning program should provide

opportunities for group as well as individual experiences.

Group activ

ities have value in that they provide opportunities for social interac
tion s-od the sharing of experiences.

Group activities or experiences

provide opportunities for students to participate in social, control.
The members of a group involved in an experience are responsible to one
anotner as well as themselves.

The individual movements are combined to

form the total experience of the group.
the common purpose of the activity.

The group is held together by

In his Pedagogic Creed, Dewey

stated:
I believe that the only true education comes through the
stimulation of the child's powers by the demands cf the social
situation in which he finds himself. Through these demands he
is stimulated to act as a member of a unity, to emerge from his
original narrowness of action and feeling, and to conceive of
himself from the standpoint of the welfare of the group to
which he belongs.
Individuals should participate in a specific group by choice.

A

student is more apt to contribute to a group effort if he is interested
in the activity and/or desires the companionship of those in the group.
Postulate 9.

in experiential learning program should provide

opportunities for experiences in the areas of adventure, creatIvity,
service, practical skills, and logical inquiry. ^

An adventure expe

rience can provide a student with the opportunity to view himself/hersei
in a new situation.

He/She can extend his/her view of his/her own capac

ities for skill and endurance.

■^Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creed," p. 20.
^Maurice Gibbons, "Walkabout: Searching for the Right Passage,
from Childhood and School," Phi Delta Kappan 55 (May 1974): 599.
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creative experience can afford a student a means for imagina

tive self-expression.

The student car. learn and expxore a new skill or

expand a present skill.
A service experience provides a means of involvement with and
assistance to others.

The student can become involved in the community

and the needs of its members.

A service experience can increase social

awareness.
A practical skill experience gives the student an opportunity to
learn a skill and produce something of use.

This experience can provide

an opportunity to intensely explore an area.
A logical inquiry experience also provides opportunities for
intense exploration of a topic.

The student can locate a difficulty,

problem, or question based on an interest and then systematically pur
sue the solution.

The question or difficulty could stem from previous

experiences or present problems.

This type of experience should be

very frequent in an experiential learning program.
These areas can provide the student with many experiences.
Some provide personal and individual experiences while others provide
a personal experience with the community.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The :e is a need to integrate the experiences that take place
through in-school activities aird the experiences that take place else
where in order to make the students’ learning more educative.

This can

be accomplished through the development and implementation of experien
tial learning programs within the school setting.
This study was undertaken to develop a philosophical and theo
retical foundation for experiential learning programs and to present
postulates for the development and implementation of experiential learn
ing programs in school settings.

The philosophical and theoretical

foundation has been developed in the theories of learning and experi
ence of John Dewey.

The postulates evolved from the study of the

writings of John Dewey and a review of experience-based programs.
John Dewey advocated an education based on experience but did
not view all experiences as educative.

An educative experience is one

in which there is continuity, interaction, purpose, and reflection.

In

order to provide the conditions for educative experiences, the educator*
must know the student, his needs, interests, capacities, and past expe
riences.

The educator should guide the student in his reorganizing or

reconstructing of experiences.

The educator must select the conditions

for experiences based on the student's past experiences, capacities,
needs, and interests and with consideration for future experiences.
113
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Dewey believed that the student should be the starting point in
learning.

If the objective conditions are arranged meaningfully, the

student will feel a need or desire to obtain the subject-matter.

The

student will seek the information that has relevance to his experiences.
An education of experience is an active education.
is purposeful.

The activity

The student's "impulsion" originates from a need.

The

need can originate because of internal conditions, external conditions
or the relationship of the two.

As the "impulsion" develops, it con

fronts obstacles in the environment.

This confrontation forces the

impulsion" to search for its meaning or significance.
takes place through inquiry and reflection.

This search

The educator provides

guidance and direction during the inquiry and reflection.
During an education of experience, the student is stimulated to
interact with the environment.

The environment or external conditions

are arranged so that growth of the student is possible and so that this
growth creates conditions for further growth.
When education is based on a philosophy of experience, learning
is experiencing.

Education is then " . . ., a process of living and not

a preparation for life."

Experiential learning then can be a pc

cul

and significant concept in a public school setting but only if the con
cept is thoroughly understood and properly implemented.

The success or

failure of an experiential learning program is dependent upon the acceptm c e of responsibility by educators for a thorough understanding of the
theory of experience and learning prior to the implementation of a program.
•I
xJo hr. Dewey, "My Pedagogic Creed," in Dewey on Education:
.■elections ed. by Lawrence A. Cremin, Classics in Education, No. Ill
Mew York: Teacher's College Fress, 1959), p. 22.
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An experiential learning program is an intense program.

Because

of this intensity, there is a corresponding possibility of misapplication.
Dewey stated:

"The greatest danger that attends its future is, I believe,

the idea that it is an easy way to follow, so easy that its course may be
improvised, if not in an impromptu fashion, at least almost from day to
day or from week to week."*- The organization and implementation of an
experiential learning program may be difficult but the potential for stu
dents, educators and society

is of significant value.

The postulates presented evolved from the study of John Dewey’s
theories of learning and experience and a review of experience-based
programs.

The postulates were not intended as a curriculum for an

experiential learning program.

These postulates provide direction for

the development and implementation of experiential learning programs in
school settings.

The postulates were developed from the perspective of

a classroom teacher.

The ~.z itulates are:

1.

The community can be a valuable resource for educative
experiences.

2.

The experiences of the student should be educative.

3.

Subject-matter should be the medium of learning rather
than the object of learning.

4.

The teacher should direct through indirection.

5.

A positive environment should be provided.

6.

Planning is necessary for success in an experiential
learning program.

7.

Activity should be utilized as a means of progression
rather than as an end in itself.

h
“'Dewey, Experience and Education, p. 90.
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8.

An e'.periential learning program should provide oppoi
turuties for group as well as individual experiences.

9.

An experiential learning program should provide oppor
tunities for experiences in the areas of adventure,
creativity, service, practical skills, and logical
inquiry.
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